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THE 164TH INFANTRY NEWS 
Vol. 53, No. 1 March 2011 
Sixty-Five Years Since ... 
The 164th Infantry 
Regiment was the 
first Army unit to 
offensively engage 
the Japanese at 
Guadalcanal on 
OCCU~ATION 
13 October 1942. 
Three years later, 
ready to invade with 
Allied forces, the 
Regiment was instead among the first Army units 
into a peaceful Occupied Japan, landing near Yokahama 
8 September 1945 to guard airfields, secure equipment, and 
"engage" the country in a much different way. 
The 164 th In Occupied Japan 
From "Citizens as Soldiers' by Cooper & Smith 
The occupation forces in Japan had several tasks to perform, such as 
taking inventory of the industrial and commercial facilities that had survived 
American Bombing and closing all banks and financial institutions pursuant to 
orders from General MacArthur on 28 September. Occasionally the 
Americans had forcibly to prohibit some form of military training of boys 
attending schools, but, for the most part, the Japanese cooperated with the 
American forces. The American policy of non-fraternization was probably the 
most difficult to carry out, more because of 
American violation than Japanese. 
Occupation duties for the 154th 
continued in a routine way until a series of 
events resembling those of a second-rate 
detective story began to unfold in early October. 
While on their mission of taking inventory of Japanese 
industry, Americans of another military unit had come across over 
one hundred bars of silver. [see article at right]. Further investigation 
revealed that much more of the precious metal lay hidden in another 
prefecture, one of those occupied by the 164th, northwest of Tokyo. 
Captain Richard Cohen, [Lt Holland, and 34-36 enlisted men] of I 
Company received orders to search for the silver in the vicinity of 





Locates Metal Bars 
In Underground Roo 
headquarters. Since the silver was allegedly stored in the Kusagai- Toky0-AP-Americal Division 
Mura warehouse, Captain Cohen decided to search there first. troops have located a cache of 
Local police and other officials informed him that a warehouse by Japanese silver bars valued at 
that specific name did not exist, that there were several storage $l,l00,000, it was announced to-
buildings in and around the town. They found no silver. dathe silver, buried ·in a~ under-
After searching the warehouses in the town, the patrol began ground room about 100 miles 
to investigate farmers' storage facilities in the vicinity. When it rrom Tokyo, was found by a de-
uncovered ten tons of tin, Cohen's suspicions began to rise. The tin tachment o! soldiers, who started 
had been consigned . to Koshiro Haibera, one of the wealthiest their search after recefving a tip 
f f th · h d I h d · from intelligence officers that a armers o e region, w o owne a arge estate a s art 1stance store of silver was hidden in the 
from town. Cohen decided to pay Haibera a visit and ask some vicinity of an abandon~d machine 
questions. The Haibera estate also had two large warehouses, as shop at Haratsuka, near a naval 
yet unsearched; but the patrol found nothing there except the very ordnance plant. 
cooperative and polite landlord, the essence of Oriental courtesy. The soldiers searched the ~ea 
Cohen decided to try another approach by questioning the local tor hours and were about t? give 







1~ October 1945 
Inventory of Silver and Alloys Located Around 
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2 
1. Attached hereto is an inventory or the eilver and other 
alloys located in and around the town of Kusakabe. Guards have 
all inetallat-ions under guard. 
Murphysboro, Ill., who was pok-
ing around with a stick struck a 
solid object under a .·pile of 
rubble. 
The soldiers obtained. shovels 
and located a trap door ~eadiilg 
to an undergro\1_¢.. room about 
'i oy 12· feet. · ·~ ...,._ , 
Stacked in the room were llO 
90-pound bars of silver. They 
were stamped with the Osaka 
Imperial Mint stamp. 
Above: Article about first cache 
found by another America! unit. 
--From the SGM Kleinhuizen Collection 
Left: A portion of the memo from 
the 154th that verifies the story, 
date, & location! 
--From the 164th Archives at Univ of ND 
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The 164th In OccupiedJapan <continued> 
When the clerk proved uncooperative, even surly at times, Cohen demanded the complete 
shipping records of the office for the last 6 months or, upon failure to produced the records, he would 
close the office. Now told the specific nature of the investigation, the local police urged the shipping 
clerk to comply with Cohen's request. By noon of the next day the captain had the records, and after 
noticing that Haibera had received 4 shipments of silver, Cohen and some of his men paid the farmer 
another visit. 
Haibera politely received the 
captain and his men, but a thorough 
search of the estate warehouses again 
revealed nothing. Then Cohen noticed 
a small barn located near the entrance 
to the estate and ordered the men to 
search it. Haibera became visibly 
upsen, arousing the American 's 
suspicions. After removing a thin 
covering of rice straw, the men of the 
patrol found hundreds of bars of silver. 
Though Haibera professed his surprise 
and innocence, Cohen was not 
convinced and began to question him 
vigorously. The Japanese farmer 
started to give answers, revealing that 
the Mitsubishi Company had contacted 
him in April about storing some 
precious metals for the firm. 
Apparently fearing that American air 
raids might destroy the silver and other 
metals, Mitsubishi wanted to remove 
them to remote parts of Japan. Before 
the questioning ended, Haibera 
revealed the location of other 
shipments consigned to him. All in all, 
they added up to over one hundred 
tons of pure silver and smaller amounts 
of copper, lead, tin, zinc, and antimony. 
The captain and his men had spend 
over a week searching, questioning, 
and going over shipping records before 
they had completed their assignment. 
Most of the I Company patrol remained Inventorying the store of sil~er. Signal ~orp~ photo 216049 
at Kasugai to guard the metals until Photo Courtesy of the ND Army National Guard Historian 
they were transported elsewhere, but the regimental papers contain no record concerning the final 
disposition of the silver. 
Shortly after Operation Treasure Hunt, the designation given the search for the silver after the 
fact,the America! Division received orders to return to the United States where it was to be disbanded. 
The-regiment had covered itself with glory ... 
This outstanding record attracted national attention. Several magazines printed picture and 
stories about the men of the 154th during and shortly after the battle for Guadalcanal. After the New 
York Times sent a correspondent to the Fijis to interview men of the regiment shortly after those 
haggard and worn veterans arrived, it published a series of seven lengthy articles about the 154th and 
the important role it had played in the battle. Several other newspapers reprinted the articles. North 
Dakota newspapers, not to be outdone, inc1uded their own stories about the state's new heroes, 
some of whom had been sent back to the US to recover from wounds or illness. Pictures of the men., 
along with interviews and feature stories, appeared in many daily papers of the state. All in all, the 
regiment had drawn a great amount of attention and publicity. 
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An Invasion Not Found in the History Books 
(or why we dropped the atom bombs). 
by James Martin Davis reprinted from the Omaha World Herald, November 1987 
Deep in the recesses of the National Charles Willoughby, chief of intelligence for 
Archives in Washington, D.C., hidden for nearly General Douglas MacArthur, the Supreme 
four decades lie thousands of pages of yellowing Commander of the Southwest Pacific, 
and dusty documents stamped "Top Secret". estimated American casualties would be one 
These documents, now declassified, are the million men by the fall of 1946. Willoughby's own 
plans for Operation Downfall, the invasion of intelligence staff considered this to be a 
Japan during World War II. conservative estimate. 
Only a few Americans in 1945 were aware During the summer of 1945, America had 
of the elaborate plans that had been prepared for little time to prepare for such an endeavor, but 
the Allied Invasion of the Japanese home top military leaders were in almost unanimous 
islands. Even fewer today are aware of the agreement that an invasion was necessary. 
defenses the Japanese had prepared to counter While naval blockade and strategic 
the invasion had it been .----------------, bombing of Japan was 
launched. Operation Downfall At the early stage of considered to . be useful, 
was finalized during the the invasion, 1,000 General MacArthur, for 
spring and summer of 1945. It instance, did not believe 
called for two massive military Japanese and a blockade would bring about 
undertakings to be carried out American soldiers an unconditional surrender ... 
in succession and aimed at ... The advocates for invasion 
the heart of the Japanese would be dying agreed that while a naval 
Empire. every hour. blockade chokes, it does not 
The first invasion was kill; and though strategic 
code-named Operation Olympic - American . bombing might destroy cities, it leaves whole 
combat troops would land on Japan by armies intact. 
amphibious assault during the early morning So on May 25, 1945, the Joint Chiefs 
hours of November 1, 1945. Fourteen combat of Staff, after extensive deliberation, issued to 
divisions of soldiers and Marines would land General MacArthur, Admiral Chester Nimitz, and 
on heavily fortified and defended Kyushu, the Army Air Force General Henry Arnold, the top 
southernmost of the Japanese home islands, secret directive to proceed with the invasion of 
after an unprecedented naval and aerial Kyushu. The target date was after the typhoon 
bombardment. season. 
The second invasion on March 1, 1946 - President Truman approved the plans for the 
code named Operation Coronet - would. send at invasions July 24. Two days later, the United 
least 22 divisions against 1 million Japanese Nations issued the Potsdam Proclamation, which 
defenders on the main island of Honshu and the called upon Japan to surrender unconditionally 
Tokyo Plain. Its goal: the unconditional or face total destruction. Three days later, 
surrender of Japan. With the exception of a part the Japanese governmental news agency 
of the British Pacific Fleef, Operation Downfall broadcast to the world that Japan would ignore 
was to be a strictly American operation. It called the proclamation and would refuse to surrender. 
for using the entire Marine Corps, the entire During this same period it was learned -- via 
Pacific Navy, elements of the 7th Army Air Force, monitoring Japanese radio broadcasts -- that 
the 8th Air Force (recently redeployed Japan had closed all schools and mobilized its 
from Europe), 10th Air Force and the American schoolchildren, was arming its civilian population 
Far Eastern Air Force. More than 1.5 million and was fortifying caves and building 
combat soldiers, with 3 million more in support or underground defenses. 
more than 40% of all servicemen still in uniform Operation Olympic called for a four 
in 1945 - would be directly involved in the two pronged assault on Kyushu. Its purpose was to 
amphibious assaults. Casualties were expected seize and control the southern one-third of that 
to be extremely heavy. island and establish naval and air bases, to 
Admiral William Leahy estimated that tighten the naval blockade of the home islands, 
there would be more than 250,000 Americans to destroy units of the main Japanese army and 
killed or wounded on Kyushu alone. General to support the later invasion of the Tokyo Plain. 
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An Invasion Not Found in the History Books (or why we dropped the atom bombs) by James Martin Davis 
The preliminary invasion woutd begin 
October 27 when the 40th Infantry Division would 
land on a series of small islands west and 
southwest of Kyushu. 
At the same time, the 158th Regimental 
Combat Team would invade and occupy a small 
island 28 miles south of Kyushu. On these 
islands, seaplane bases would be established 
and radar would be set up to provide advance 
air warning for the invasion fleet, to serve 
as fighter direction centers for the carrier-based 
aircraft and to provide an emergency anchorage 
for the invasion fleet, should things not go well on 
the day of the invasion. 
As the invasion grew imminent, the 
massive firepower of the Navy - the Third 
and Fifth Fleets -- would approach Japan. The 
Third Fleet, under Admiral William "Bull" Halsey, 
with its big guns and naval aircraft, would provide 
strategic support for the operation against 
Honshu and Hokkaido . Halsey's fleet would be 
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destroyers, dozens of support ships and three 
fast carrier task groups. From these carriers, 
hundreds of Navy fighters, dive bombers and 
torpedo planes would hit targets all over the 
island of Honshu . The 3,000 ship Fifth Fleet, 
under Admiral Raymond Spruance, would carry 
the invasion troops. 
Several days before the invasion, 
the battleships, heavy cruisers and destroyers 
would pour thousands of tons of high explosives 
into the target areas. They would not cease the 
bombardment until after the land forces had 
been launched. During the early morning hours 
of November 1, the invasion would begin. 
Thousands of soldiers and Marines would pour 
ashore on beaches all along the eastern, 
southeastern, southern and western coasts 
of Kyushu. Waves of Helldivers, Dauntless dive 
bombers, Avengers, Corsairs, and Hellcats from 
66 aircraft carriers would bomb, rocket and strafe 
enemy defenses, gun emplacements and troop 
concentrations along the beaches. 
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An Invasion Not Found in the History Books (or why we dropped the ator:n bombs) by James Martin Davis 
The Eastern Assault Force consisting of 
the 25th, 33rd and 41 st Infantry Divisions 
would land near Miyaski, at beaches called 
Austin, Buick, Cadillac, Chevrolet, Chrysler, and 
Ford, and move inland to attempt to capture the 
city and its nearby airfield. 
The Southern Assault Force, consisting of 
the 1st Cavalry Division, the 43rd Division and 
Americal Division would land inside Ariake Bay 
at beaches DeSoto, Dusenberg, Essex, Ford, 
and Franklin and attempt to capture Shibushi and 
the city of Kanoya and its airfield. 
On the western shore of Kyushu, at 
beaches Pontiac, Roe, Rolls Royce, Saxon, Star, 
Studebaker, Stutz, Winston, and Zephyr, the V 
Amphibious Corps would land the 2nd, 3rd and 
5th Marine Divisions, sending half of its force 
inland to Sendai and the other half to the port city 
of Kagoshima. 
On November 4°, the Reserve Force, 
consisting of the 81st and 98th Infantry Divisions 
6 
and the 11th Airborne Division, after feigning an 
attack of the island of Shikoku, would be landed, 
if not needed elsewhere, near Kaimondak, near 
the southernmost tip of Kagoshima Bay, at the 
beaches designat~d Locomobile, Lincoln , 
LaSalle, Hupmobile, Mercedes, Moon, Maxwell , 
Overland, Oldsmobile, Packard, and Plymouth. 
Olympic was not just a plan for 
invasion, but for conquest and occupation as 
well. Olympic was expected to take four months 
to achieve its objective, with the three 
fresh American divisions per month to be landed 
in support of that operation if needed. 
If all went well with Olympic, Coronet 
would be launched March 1, 1946. Coronet 
would be twice the size of Olympic, with as many 
as 28 divisions landing on Honshu . 
All along the coast east of Tokyo, 
the American 1st Army would land the 5th, 7th , 
27th, 44th, 86th, and 96th lnfant.ry Divisions 
along with the 4th and 6th Marine Divisions. 
At Sagami Bay, just south of 
Tokyo, the entire 8th and 10th Armies 
would strike north and east to clear 
the long western shore of Tokyo Bay 
' and attempt to go as far as Yokohama 
. The assault troops landing south of 
Tokyo would be the 4th, 6thi 8th, 24th, 
31st, 37th, 38th and 8h Infantry 
Divisions, along with the 13th and 20th 
Armored Divisions. 
Following the initial assault, 
eight more divisions - the 2nd, 28th, 
35th, 91 st, 95th, 97th and 104th 
Infantry Divisions and the 11th 
Airborne Division would be landed. If 
additional troops were needed, as 
expected, other divisions redeployed 
from Europe and undergoing training 
in the United States would be shipped 
to Jap·an in what was hoped to be the 
final push. 
Captured Japanese documents 
and post war interrogations of 
Japanese military leaders disclose 
that information concerning the 
number of Japanese planes 
available for the defense of the home 
islands was dangerously in error. 
During the sea battle at Okinawa 
alone, Japanese kamakaze aircraft 
sank 32 Allied ships and damaged 
more than 400 others. But during the 
summer of 1945, American top brass 
concluded that the Japanese had 
spent their air force since American 
bombers and fighters daily flew 
unmolested over Japan. 
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An Invasion Not Found in the History Books (or why we dropped the atom bombs) by James Martin Davis 
What the military leaders did not 
know was that by the end of July the Japanese 
had been saving all aircraft, fuel, and pilots in 
reserve, and had been feverishly building new 
planes for the decisive battle for their homeland. 
As part of Ketsu-Go, the name for the plan 
to defend Japan -- the Japanese were building 
20 suicide takeoff strips in southern Kyushu with 
underground hangars. They also had 35 
camouflaged airfields and nine seaplane bases. 
On the night before the expected invasion, 50 
Japanese seaplane bombers, 100 former carrier, 
aircraft and 50 land based army planes were to 
be launched in a suicide attack on the fleet. The 
Japanese had 58 more airfields in Korea, 
western Honshu and Shikoku, which also were to 
be used for massive suicide attacks. 
Allied intelligence had established that the 
Japanese had no more than 2,500 aircraft of 
which they guessed 300 would be deployed in 
suicide attacks. In August 1945, however, 
unknown to Allied intelligence, the Japanese still 
had 5,651 army and 7,074 navy aircraft, for a 
total of 12,725 planes of all types. Every village 
had some type of aircraft manufacturing activity. 
Hidden in mines, railway tunnels, under viaducts 
and in basements of department stores, work 
was being done to construct new planes. 
Additionally, the Japanese were building newer 
and more effective models of the Okka, a rocket-
propelled bomb much like the German V-1, but 
flown by a suicide pilot. 
United States 
By mid-morning of the first day of the 
invasion, most of the American land-based 
aircraft would be forced to return to their bases, 
leaving the defense against the suicide planes to 
the carrier pilots and the shipboard gunners. 
Carrier pilots crippled by fatigue would have to 
land time and time again to rearm and refuel. 
Guns would malfunction from the heat of 
continuous firing and ammunition would become 
scarce. Gun crews would be exhausted by 
nightfall, but still the waves of kamikaze would 
continue. With the fleet hovering off the beaches, 
all remaining Japanese aircraft would be 
committed to nonstop suicide attacks, which the 
Japanese hoped could be sustained for 10 days. 
The Japanese planned to coordinate their air 
strikes with attacks from the 40 remaining 
submarines from the Imperial Navy -- some 
armed with Long Lance torpedoes with a range 
of 20 miles -- when the invasion fleet was 180 
miles off Kyushu . 
The Imperial Navy had 23 destroyers and 
two cruisers which were operational. These ships 
were to be used to counterattack the American 
invasion. A number of the destroyers were to be 
beached at the last minute to be used as anti-
invasion gun platforms. 
Once offshore, the invasion fleet would be 
forced to defend not only against the attacks 
from the air, but would also be confronted with 
suicide attacks from sea. 
Order of Battle for Operation Olympic When the invasion became 
imminent, Ketsu-Go called for a 
fourfold aerial plan of attack to 
destroy up to 800 Allied ships. 
While Allied ships were 
approaching Japan, but still in 
the open seas, an initial force of 
2,000 army and navy fighters 
were to fig ht to the death to 
control the skies over Kyushu . 
A second force of 330 navy 
combat pilots were to attack the 
main body of the task force to 
keep it from using its fire 
support and air cover to protect 
the troop carrying transports. 
U.S. Sixth Army (Gen. Walter Krueger) 
While these two forces 
were engaged, a third force of 
825 suicide planes was to hit 
the American transports. As the 
invasion convoys approached 
their anchorages, another 2,000 
suicide planes were to be 
launched in waves of 200 to 
300, to be used in hour by hour 
attacks. 
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Yakushima & Koshiki Retto -40th Inf. Div. (BG Donald Myers) (22,000 men) 
Tanegashima - 158th Inf. RCT (BG Hanford MacNider) (7,600 men) 
Miyazaki - U.S. I Corps (MG Innis P. Swift) (95,000 men): 
25th Inf. Div., 33rd Inf. Div., 41 st Inf. Div. 
Ariake - U.S. XI Corps (MG Charles P. Hall) (113,000 men): 
1st Cav. Div., 43rd Inf. Div., America! Div., 112th Cav. Reg. 
Kushikino - U.S. V Amphib Corps (MG Harry Schmidt) (99,000 men): 
2nd Marine Div., 3rd Marine Div., 5th Marine Div. 
6th Army reserves - U.S. IX Corps (MG Charles W. Ryder) (79,000 men): 
77th Inf. Div. 81st Inf. Div., 98th Inf. Div.; 
11th Abn. Div. (Maj. Gen. Joseph M. Swing) (15,000 men) 
U.S. 3rd Fleet (Adm. William F. Halsey): 
20 CV and CVL;9 BB; 26 CB, CA, CL, CLAA; 75 DD 
U.S. 5th Fleet (Adm. Raymond A. Spruance): 
36 CVE;11 BB; 26 CA and CL; 387 DD and DE; 
394 AKA, AP, APA, APO, APH; 977 LSD, LSM, LST, and LSV 
U.S. 7th Fleet (Adm. Thomas C. Kinkaid): troop listing not available 
Far East Air Forces (Gen. George C. Kenney) (119,000 men): 
US Fifth, Seventh, Thirteenth Air Force 
14 bomber groups, 10 fighter groups 
U.S. Army Strategic Air Forces (Gen Carl A. Spaatz, Maj Gen Curtis LeMay) 
U.S. Twentieth Air Force (Lt. Gen. Nathan Twining) (77,000 men) 
1,000 B-29 Superfortresses 
U.S. Eighth Air Force (Lt. Gen. Jimmy Doolittle) 
Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orders_of_battle_for_Downfall#mw-head 
This is not from an official source so there is no guarantee that this is correct. 
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An Invasion Not Found in the History Books (or why we dropped the ato~ bombs) by James Martin Davis 
Japan had established a suicide naval almost invisible from the air. Many of these 
attack unit of midget submarines, human Japanese troops were the elite of the army, and 
torpedoes, and exploding motorboats. they were swollen with a fanatical fighting spirit. 
The goal of the Japanese was to Japan's network of beach defenses 
shatter the invasion before the landing. The consisted of offshore _mines, thousands of suicide 
Japanese were convinced the Americans would scuba divers attacking landing craft, mines 
back off or become so demoralized that they planted on the beaches. Coming ashore, the 
would then accept a less-than-unconditional American Eastern amphibious assault forces at 
surrender and a more honorable and face-saving Miyazaki would face three Japanese divisions, 
end for the Japanese. and two others poised for counterattack. Awaiting 
But as horrible as the battle of Japan the Southeastern attack force at Ariake Bay was 
would be off the beaches, it would be on an entire division and at least one mixed infantry 
Japanese soil that the American forces would brigade. 
face the most rugged and fanatical defense On western shores of Kyushu, Marines 
encountered during the war. would face the most brutal opposition.Along 
Throughout the island-hopping Pacific beaches would be 3 divisions, tank brigade, 
campaign, Allied troops had always out mixed infantry brigade and an artillery command. 
numbered the Japanese by 2 to 1 and Components of 2 divisions would also be poised 
sometimes 3 to 1. In Japan it would be different. to launch counterattacks. 
By virtue of a combination of cunning, If not needed to reinforce the primary 
guesswork, and brilliant military reasoning, a landing beaches, the American Reserve Force 
number of Japan's top military leaders were able would be landed at the base of Kagoshima Bay 
to deduce, not only when, but where, the United November 4, where they would be confronted by 
States would land its first invasion forces. two mixed infantry brigades, parts of two infantry 
Facing the 14 American divisions divisions and thousands of naval troops. 
landing at Kyushu would be 14 Japanese All along the invasion beaches, American 
divisions, 7 independent mixed brigades, 3 tank troops would face coastal batteries, anti-landing 
brigades and thousands of naval troops. obstacles and a network of heavily fortified 
On Kyushu the odds would be 3 to 2 in _pillboxes, bunkers, and underground fortresses. 
favor of the Japanese, with 790,000 enemy As Americans waded ashore, they would face 
defenders against 550,000 Americans.- This time intense artillery and mortar fire as they worked 
the bulk of the Japanese defenders would not be their way through concrete rubble and barbed-
the poorly trained ~nd ill-equipped labor wire entanglements arranged to funnel them into 
battalions that the Americans had faced in the the muzzles of these Japanese guns. 
earlier campaigns. The Japanese defenders On the beaches and beyond would be 
would be the hard core of the home army. These hundreds of Japanese machine gun positions, 
troops were well-fed and well equipped. They beach mines, booby traps, trip-wire mines and 
were familiar with the terrain, had stockpiles of sniper units. Suicide units concealed in "spider 
arms and ammunition, and had developed an holes" would engage the troops as they passed 
effective system of transportation and supply nearby. In the heat of battle, Japanese infiltration 
--------~Ja_p_a_n_: o-rd_e_r_o_f -=-Ba_tt_l_e_fo_r_O_p_e-ra-t-io_n_O..;._l..;._ym~p-ic __ _;;__ __ units would be sent to reap havoc in 
the American lines by cutting phone 
16th Area Army[-US Army] (L TG Yokoyama lsamu) (600,000 men) and communication lines. Some of 
Northern KyOsh0-56th Army[-US Corps]: h J Id b · 
145th Div., 312th Div., 351st Div., 124th IM Brig.; t e apanese troops wou e tn 
57th Div. (20,000 men), 4th Tank Brig.l1J American uniform, English-speaking 
Southeastern KyOsh0-57th Army (L TG Kanji) (150,000 men): Japanese officers were assigned to 
Tanegashima-109th IM Brig. (5,900 men) break in on American radio traffic to 
Miyazaki-154th Div., 156th Div.; 212th Div.l11 (55,000 men) call off artillery fire, to order retreats, 
Ariake-86th Div., 98th IM Brig., 1 reg., 3 inf. bat. (29,000 men) and to further confuse troops. Other 
25th Div., 5th Tank Brig., 6th Tank Brig.l11 
southwestern KyOsh0---40th Army (L TG. Mitsuo) (85,000 men): infiltration with demolition charges 
303rd Dk (12,000 men) (Sendai); 206th Div. (Fukiage); strapped on their chests or backs 
146th Div., 125th IM Brig. (S. Satsuma Peninsula); would attempt to blow up American 
77th Div, 1 tank reg.; 216th Div, 4 brig. tanks, artillery pieces and 
Aircraft: 5,000 kamikazes, 5,000 available for kamikaze, 7,000 repairable ammunition stores as they were 
Naval: 100 Koryu-class midget submarines, 250 Kairyu-class midget subs unloaded ashore. 
1,000 Kaiten manned torpedoes, 800 Shinyo suicide boats 
Source: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Orders_of_battle_for_Downfall#mw-head 
This is not from an official source so there is no guarantee that this is correct. 
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Beyond the beaches were 
!artillery pieces situated to bring 
down a curtain of fire on the beach. 
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An Invasion Not Found in the History Books (or why we dropped the atom bombs) by James Martin Davis 
Some of these large guns were mounted 
on railroad tracks running in and out of caves 
protected by concrete and steel. 
The battle for Japan would be won by 
what Simon Bolivar Buckner, a lieutenant general 
in the Confederate army during the Civil War, 
had called "Prairie Dog Warfare." This type of 
fighting was almost unknown to the ground 
troops in Europe and the Mediterranean. It was 
peculiar only to the soldiers and Marines who 
fought the Japanese on islands all the Pacific --
at Tarawa, Saipan, lwo Jima and Okinawa. 
Prairie Dog Warfare was a battle for yards, feet 
and sometimes inches. It was brutal, deadly and 
dangerous form of combat aimed at an 
underground, heavily fortified, non-retreating 
enemy. 
In the mountains behind the Japanese 
beaches were underground networks of caves, 
bunkers, command posts and hospitals 
connected by miles of tunnels with dozens 
of entrances and exits. Some of these complexes 
could hold up to 1,000 troops. 
In addition to the use of poison gas and 
bacteriological warfare (which the Japanese had 
experimented with), Japan mobilized its citizenry. 
Had Olympic come about, the 
Japanese civilian population, inflamed by . a 
national slogan - "One Hundred Million Will Die 
for the Emperor and Nation" - were prepared to 
fight to the death. Twenty Eight Million Japanese 
had become a part of the National Volunteer 
Combat Force. 
[These 28 million volunteers] were armed 
with ancient rifles, lunge mines, satchel charges, 
Molotov cocktails, and one-shot black powder 
mortars. Others were 
Every foot of Japanese soil would have 
been paid for by Japanese and American lives. 
One can only guess at how many civilians 
would have committed suicide in their homes or 
in futile mass military attacks. 
In retrospect, the 1 million American men 
who were to be the casualties of the invasion, 
were instead lucky enough to survive the war. 
Intelligence studies and military estimates 
made 50 years ago, and not latter-day 
speculation, clearly indicate that the battle for 
Japan might well have resulted in the biggest 
blood-bath in the history of modern warfare. 
Far worse would be what might have 
happened to Japan as a nation and as a culture. 
When the invasion came, it would have come 
after several months of fire bombing all of the 
remaining Japanese cities. The cost in human 
life that resulted from the two atomic blasts would 
be small in comparison to the total number of 
Japanese lives that would have been lost by this 
aerial devastation. 
With American forces locked in combat in 
the south of Japan, little could have prevented 
the Soviet Union from marching into the northern 
half of the Japanese home isrands. Japan today 
could be divided much like Korea and Germany. 
The world was spared the cost of 
Operation Downfall, however, because Japan 
formally surrendered to the United States on 
September 2, 1945, and World War II was over. 
The aircraft carriers, cruisers and transport 
ships scheduled to carry the invasion troops to 
Japan , ferried home American troops in a 
gigantic operation called Magic Carpet. 
In the fall of 1945, in the aftermath of the 
armed with swords, 
long bows, axes, and 
bamboo spears. The 
civilian units were to 
be used in nighttime 
attacks, hit and run 
maneuvers, delaying 
In retrospect, the 1 million 
American men who were to be 
the casualties of the invasion 
were instead lucky enough to 
survive the war. 
war, few people concerned 
themselves with the invasion 
plans. Following the surrender, 
the classified documents, 
maps, diagrams appendices for 
Operation Downfall were 
packed away in boxes and 
actions and massive suicide charges at the 
weaker American positions. 
At the early stage of the invasion, 1,000 
Japanese and American soldiers would be dying 
every hour. 
The invasion of Japan never became a 
reality because on August 6, 1945, an atomic 
bomb was exploded over Hiroshima. Three days 
later, a second bomb was dropped on Nagaspki . 
Within days the war with Japan was at a close. 
Had these bombs not been dropped · and 
had the invasion been launched as scheduled, 
combat casualties in Japan would have been at a 
minimum of the tens of thousands. 
The 16ih Infantry News, March 2011 
eventually stored at the 
National Archives. These plans that called for the 
invasion of Japan paint a vivid description of 
what might have been one of the most horrible 
campaigns in the history of man. The fact that 
the story of the invasion of Japan is locked up in 
the National Archives and is not told in our 
history books is something for which all 
Americans can be thankful. 
James Martin Davis 
is a lawyer in Dayton, Ohio. 
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Horace N earhood, Co B ~- WWII VICTORY ~ 
----------·--------------- --- ·- -
Veterans treasure 164th reunion for 65th time· in Valley City 
By Marino Eccher, Fargo Forum, Published September 18 2010 
VALLEY CITY, N.D. - Sixty-seven years ago, at age 18, Horace Nearhood 
was drafted into the · 164th Infantry Regiment - a unit of North Dakota's 
National Guard - and shipped out to the Pacific to fight. 
He spent a year in the South Pacific during World War II, eventually 
making his way to the battlefields of the Philippines before a bullet grazed his 
forehead and struck his shoulder. That was Feb. 11, 1945 - he has the date 
engraved on the face of his watch. 
Nearhood, now 86 and retired, lived to tell about it. This week, he did 
the same thing he's done once a year for the past three decades: drove 950 
miles from his home in Toledo, Ohio, to Valley City for the 164th's annual 
reunion to see old comrades in arms. "You've been to hell and back together, 
and you can talk to them," he said. 
Nearhood, 2010 reunion. The year's reunion is the 65th for the 164th. Pat 
Note the vertical scar 
above his left eye Drong, t~easurer o~ the 1 ~4th Infantry As~ociatio~ and 
.__ _______ __. the reunion's organizer, said the reunion gives regiment 
veterans a chance to catch up, swap stories and stay connected. 
The event is at the Veterans of Foreign Wars post in Valley City. When 
the reunion began on Friday afternoon, only a handful of veterans had arrived, 
but Drong said about 40 are registered for the event. 
It's been a busy year for the 164th, which was the subject of a book -
"They Were Ready," by Minnesota State University Moorhead professor Terry 
Shoptaugh - released in April. The book chronicled the regiment's role as the 
first American Army unit to engage the enemy offensively in the Pacific. 
Even Nearhood, who hasn't missed a · reunion since the Nixon 
administration, wonders if this is the last year he'll attend. But then he pauses 
and remembers a friend from the 164th that he sees at the reunion each year. 
"The last two years, we've been the only two from our company," Nearhood said. "I said, 'How 
long are you going to keep coming?' He said, 'As long as you do.'" 
Nearhood attended 
WWII Memorial Event 
Reprinted from the MIRROR 27May04 
Horace Nearhood, a retired brick 
mason and World War 11 veteran 
from Toledo, joined US Rep Marcy 
Kaptur as her special guest at a 
ceremony in the US Capitol 
honoring America's WWII veterans 
and celebrating the opening of the 
world War II Memorial on the 
National Mall. The World War II 
Memorial was recently opened to 
the public, some 17 years after 
"Tuskegee Airman" Col Charles McGee, Cleveland , OH, joined Rep Kaptur first introduced her bill to 
Kaptur, Horace Nearhood, and 4 other WWII veterans at the event. create a memorial to the "pivotal 
.___ ____________________ ___. event of the 20th century." 
The legislative journey that Kaptur undertook with the WWII memorial was replete with twists 
and turns. She said that when she first introduced the bill to creat the memorial, she thought it would 
sail through congress. She never envisioned that "it would take longer to get the bill through 
congress than it did to win the war." 
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Horace Nearhood (continued) 
WWI I vet carves stick for 
rescuer, brother, do tes 
to State Historical S ciety 
By NIKKI D. PAULSEN 
Correspondent 
Tech. Sgt. Melvin J. Kjera, 
Infantry, U. . Army, earned a 
Broll7.e Star medal by personally 
aving his 
entire Army 




sergeant for his 
unit. "He was 
23 when he 
went in," said 
his widow 
Dorothy Kj ra 




mo t of the guy ." 
Hor ce rear} ood, of Toledo, 
Ohio, has a much more personal 
memory of the day Melvin Kjera 
earned his Bronz.e Star. 
Nearho d was shot during 
that action, with the bullet creas-
ing his head before imbedc:ling 
itself into his shoulder. When the 
klil tell down m o ms e e, tem-
p rarily blinding him. earh 
call d for help and Kj ra cam to 
his r ue. 
kill d woodc rv r 
B ing a skilled woodcarver, 
more than 50 years later 
earhood wanted to use his tal-
ents to honor both his brave pla-
toon erg ant Melvin Kjera, and 
also his own twin brother, the late 
Fore t Nearhood. 
Last year, earhood carefully 
carved an intricate walking stick 
out of a 2- foot by 4-foot pi e of 
wood. 
The he d of the walking stick 
is an American soldier whil the 
The 164'h Infantry News, March 2011 
Article and Photo From Minot Daily News 
21 October 2001 
In this photo from the State Historical Society, Horace Nearhood, left, a World War 11 
veteran from Toledo, Ohio, last month presents a walking stick that he carved to Merl 
Paaverud, director of the State Historical Society of North Dakota in Bismarck. 
Nearhood carved the walking stick to honor Melvin Kjera of Maxbass, who saved 
Nearhood's me in Wortd War II, and also to honor his twin brother Forest Nearhood, 
who also served in the war. 
On 21 February 1945, Sergeant Kjera was with a 
rifle squad acting as security for an 81 mm mortar 
team in an area studded with small wooden cliffs. 
Suddenly an enemy machine gun and several 
riflemen began to fire from a small cliff to the 
south. Because of the position of the cliffs, our 
troops were cut off from their lines. The mortar 
squad had one man killed in 
an attempt to withdraw the 
mortar from the trap. 
Surveying the situation, 
Sergeant Kjera, alone and 
with complete disregard 
for his own safety, crawled 
back, climbed another 
small cliff, and reached a 
point from where he could 
bring fire to bear upon the 
enemy. The rifle and 
squads were thus able to 
reach our lines, taking the 
mortar with them. Another 
company, which had been 
held up by fire, also was 
enabled to reach our lines: 
Sergeant Kjera's bold 
conduct prevented the· 
enemy from using an 81 mm 
mortar on our troops. 
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BROTHERS in the 164th ··· 
Horace & F arrest N earhood, Co B (excerpt from They Were Ready} 
Photos from the H. Nearhood collection 
------·-----
.... .The intelligence officers 8th Army, to which the 
America! was attached, had estimated that about two or three 
thousand Japanese soldiers were in this part of Leyte. There 
were actually more than six thousand of them just in the area of 
the America! attacks. Over the next weeks, patrols set off from 
,.,,,.-,..._,-_,,,.,,,.,., .... the 1st and 2nd Battalions They flushed out and killed several 
dozen of the enemy in a variety of skirmishes, and pushed them 
back to the coast, usually suffering very few killed but one or 
two men wounded. While they had a decisive advantage in fire 
support, tanks were of limited use in the terrain and the fighting 
was soldier to soldier. It was a hell of a thing to ask a man to 
risk his life for 'mopping up.' 
Twin brothers Horace Forrest Nearhood & 
Forrest Horace Nearhood (yes, that's right) 
on furlough before shipping overseas. They 
joined the 154th just in time for Bougainville 
Horace Nearhood had gone on many patrols on 
Bougainville. "On my very first (patrol on Leyte ), January 1, 1945, 
our scout got shot and died while we carried him back. That grows 
you up in a hurry." Neither Horace nor his twin brother Forrest had 
been hurt on Bougainville but now as B Company .moved west 
from Valencia, the odds caught up with Horace. "I think we'd been 
there only two weeks, [11 Feb45] and it was like our first day out in 
these hills. We spotted a Jap patrol running along a long sloping 
- TOLEDO BLADE: WEDNESJ 
!Ottawa Lake Men 
!Help Defeat Jap 
Machine Gunners 
B:, A sociated Prt 
Press releases from Washington 
told today of war front experiences 
of two Ottawa Lake, Mich., army 
orivates. 
The account told of an American I infantry unit's maintenance of a 
' jungle road block somewhere in 
, the Southwest Pacific. 
: Privates Forrest H. and Horace 
F. Nearhood, Ottawa Lake brothers, 
took part in the action. · 
The Yanks, serving with the _ 
Americal Infantry Division, were ~ 
di. covered during the night by 
ap1rnese and the enemy, moving up · 
with machine gun , opened fire al 
dawn in an effort to eover their ad-
vance. y 
Aft r a brief b tt e the enemy ( 
was driven back. It wa still dark ' 
and impossible to count the enemy 
lo,ses. The Japs car¢ed away their ~ 
, aead !ind wounded in the with- r 
dravat. 1 t 
~ l~W wf-'~ (/U, 
~.,i ~ IA(' 
ftf~'( oa 1rt.Ay /9'/Y 
hill. We started up and got about half way up the hill when our 
Sergeant called to us to come back. They were going to put mortar 
rounds on the hill first. So as they started down I stayed back as 
BAR man to cover them. I crouched into a small depression with a 
lot of gravel around it. It was then a bullet hit the gravel in front of 
me, bounced up. and creased my forehead and it knocked me out." 
The bullet ricocheted into his shoulder. "Sergeant Jerra ran up and 
pull'ed me back." 
Nearhood's head wound looked serious. His face was 
covered with blood. "I couldn't see and the medic thought I'd lost 
an eye." Fighting broke out and he spent the night on the hillside. 
"I was full of morphine and kind of out of it. I kept saying I wanted 
to talk to my brother. A major had come up, I don't know who, and 
he thought I was delirious, but Sergeant Jerra told him my twin 
brother was in another squad. The major I guess found Forrest 
and sent him over to talk to me. He was mad, cussing at me for 
getting wounded and saying there was nothing worth fighting for 
here. I think I told him to write the folks and tell him I'd be okay. 
The next morning the squad carried me back." Once the 
bleeding from his creased forehead was stopped he could see. 
Doctors removed most of the fragmented bullet in his shoulder. "I 
still have the bullet at home and a bit of it is still buried in my 
shoulder, which is why I have forty percent disability at the VA. " 
Nearhood spent several weeks in a hospital on Biak. Then he set 
off on a long flight for the States. "I was in stateside hospitals until 
September of '45, then got a thirty day leave and was then 
discharged." His brother Forrest was wounded in 13 May 45 on 
=--== iiiiiiii;iiniiir.r,r;m,;;;iiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;::::::, Neg ros Orienta I, and 
spent almost 2 years in 
military hospitals. [ ···. .... . - . . . . l Horace lives in Toledo, OH. 
Forrest passed away in 1996. 
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BROTHERS in the 164th .... 
Orein & Donald DeLa , Med Det 
,.-: • ~ ~-,;.a.-..,,,. 
Tech/Sgt. Franklin A. Schoeffler Band Litter bearer (Rifle) and Tech/Sgt. Donald 
Delap, Forward Regimental Medical Detachment, shaking hands after crossing the 
Matanikau. 
Orein and Marianne, above, at their wedding and more recently. 
They reside in Tampa, Florida. Their nephew, ND Nat'I Guard Sgt 
Maj (ret) Gary Simmons, visits with them frequently and encouraged 
Orein to send these pictures to the News. 
Donald Delap passed away in 1998 in Cape Coral, Fla. 
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thereto NBN Caledonia. tnenGuadalcanal 130ct4 2. fighting until 
re::oruar) I~-..,. J llC) \\CfC Clll lU UIC rlJI I IUIIU~ IUI IC:)l, CH .. 
Both Orein nd D nald were ho p1tahzed with m I. ria. Be· 
cau eof complication . Donald, a evacuated to the State. on 
April 30. 1943. and "as ho pimlized at an Anny Hospital in 
Temple. TX. While there. Donald participated in War Bond 
drive by peaking at civic organization in that area ofTexa. 
until hi. wa di charged on Sept. l. 1943. Orein continued to 
erve with the 164th in the battle. for Bougainville and the 
Philippine . He \\al enroute home on a lou y. broken down 
libert) . hip when the war ended. He wa. di charged Aug. 26. 
1945 ...,, ith the rank of staff sergeant. 
They both received the Combat Medics Badge. the 
Bronze Star. the Presidential Unit Citation ( a\'y). for havin_ 
erved \\ ith the I t Div. Marine .. They al o received \'ariou · 
other campaign medal. . 
Donald was al:o given a commendation for meritoriou. 
service durim? the Banle for Koli Point. 
They a;e both proud to have erved with the Marine. 
under the command of Gen. Vandegrift. The America! Divi-
. ion. commanded by Gen. Patch. and e.·pecially with rhe 164th 
Inf .. under Col. Bryant E. Moore. 
After di charge. Donald erved 33 yea . in the US 
Cu. toms Service. first on horse patrol. then in variou. ctipaci-
tie .. Orein graduated from the University of • 1orth Dakota. 
taught school for a. hort time and held executive posit ion.· with 
the Parker Pen Com pan). He al. o . pent 22 years "ith the 
~latthe) Bi. hop Company in Malvern. PA. 
D nald has been happily married to hi. wife. Eleanor. for 
47 year\. The) haYe a lovely daughter. Kathleen. and a on·in-
law. John Kennedy. and grand. on. Ja. on. Orein ha: al. o had a· 
happ) marriage" ith hi~,, ife of 44 years. , 1arianne. and their 
two son .. David and Daniel. They are both retired. till great 
friends and live in Cape Coral. FL. 
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BROTHERS in the 164th···· 
Robert Carr, Co B/Richard, Co A 
Writes Bob: I received your letter asking for pictures. Through 
the past years, I have sent most of my pictures back to the 
editors of the 154th Infantry News. I am enclosing a picture of 
myself and my brother on Guadalcanal in 1942. I don't have 
any stories that haven't been told over and over again through 
the years. However, I will tell you of a personal event that 
happened to me after I left the combat zone of Bougainville. In 
the middle of December, 1944, I received an order that I was 
going back home to the States. I had three years of overseas 
duty and had earned enough points to go home. 
I left Bougainville in late December, 1944, on a smal l 
ship that took me back to Guadalcanal in early January, 1945. 
I was there to wait for a ship to take me back to San Francisco. 
It was a long wait. Every night they showed open air movies on 
the beach. On January 29, I went to the movie when it got 
Left: Sgt Bob Carr, Co B (Fargo) dark, 9 pm. It was over in two hours. During the movie, I 
R: Sgt Dick Carr, Co A (Bismarck) watched Higgins boats going back and forth, carrying cargo to 
Guadalcanal, November 1942 a ship that was over a quarter of a mile away. After the movie , 
'-------~---------' I went back to my tent area which was a short distance from 
the movie. I got into bed and went to sleep. A short time later, I woke up to the loudest boom I have 
ever heard in my life. The concussion knocked me and my tent mates out of our beds. We thought 
the Japanese were attacking again. We were on the ground looking for foxholes. Very soon, pieces 
of the ship began falling in our tent area. Luckily, none of them hit us. Bob Carr, who lives in 
In my three years overseas, I was never wounded, broke any bones, Oakland, Calif, travelled 
or suffered serious sickness, except for malaria and dengue fever in Suva, to Guadalcanal on the 
Fiji. Now I had just survived the explosion of an ammunition ship that blew 50th Anniversary of 
up not far from me. I was lucky again, for 250 men had died almost WWII trip in 1992. 
instantly. The ship was loading supplies for the Philippines invasion. I'm Dick has passed away. 
sending the story of the USS Serpens AK95, which came from the internet. 
The USS Serpens 
lots more at www:uss-serpens.org 
Late in the evening on 29 Jan 45, 
USS Serpens AK97 was anchored off 
Lunga Beach, Guadalcanal. The 
Commander and a few enlisted men were 
ashore performing administrative functions. While the remaining compliment was loading depth 
charges, the USS Serpens suddenly exploded, leaving only the bow of the ship visible. Only two 
sailors aboard survived by clinging to the bow section of the ship, after escaping from the "boson's 
hole" inside the ship. The rest of the crew consisting of 198 Coast Guardsmen, 56 US Army 
stevedores, and a U.S. Public Health Service surgeon died, most instantly. 167 of the 198 U.S. Coast 
Guardsmen were reservists. The explosion was so immense that is damaged nearby ships and killed 
a US Army soldier on the beach. The loss of the USS Serpens remains the largest single disaster 
ever suffered by the Coast Guard. 
At the time, and up to July 1947, the Coast Guard still thought an enemy attack had caused 
the blast. However,· by June 10, 1949, it was officially determined not to have been the result of 
enemy action but the exact nature of the explosion was never completely determined. 
The remains were originally buried at the Cemetery in Guadalcanal with full military honors and 
religious services. The remains were repatriated under the program for the return of World War 11 ;I tllir )[ dead in 1949. The mass recommittal of the 250 unidentified dead took place at 
Arlington National Cemetery, where the remains were placed in 52 caskets 
1 0 and buried in 28 graves. 
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Henry Dietrich, Co C 
My story is the same as all the guys who were in the Guard in Grafton 
(Company C). We landed on Guadalcanal in October. We were in combat 
most of the time while I was there. 
Joe Kennedy from Grafton was my Platoon Sergeant in Co C. He 
died pretty young. Rilie Morgan went as a private first class, and then went 
to "90 day wonder" school to be an officer, a platoon leader. He was 
assigned over to Co K and was killed in November at Guadalcanal. 
I carried the BAR (Browning Automatic Rifle) .30 calibre. There was 
an assistant gunner and ammo carrier. A clip contained 20 shells. A box of 
ammo was "pretty heavy" at 39 pounds. And there was a bipod, but the japs 
would see the bipeds and take them out. After ......................... . 
finding that out, I shot from the hip. The BAR is a .. ::J;/j/fff;f:;.:: ·····.::.:·-::::J::J; .• : 
good weapon. 1fJ1J.· • 
In November '42, I was wounded. First I lost my assistant .. :f/!f/i: 
gunner, then lost the ammo carrier. Then I got hit, shot through the :!fl 
liver and intestines. I was moved to a big tent for an operation that :)fl 
took two and a half hours. I thank God for the doctors. We had the )I!' 
best doctors despite the conditions they had to work in. .J!f 
They said if I made it six months, I'd live. Otherwise, -1/k 
"Goodbye!" I was shipped to the Fiji Islands, then put on a boat for t 
the States. My first stop was at Letterman General Hospital in San 11:k 
Francisco, then on to William Beaumont Hospital, Texas. I had a {i: 
lot of will power, I made it. I was discharged on 6 May 1943. /ff.. 
I worked for the Whelan Brothers who farmed near St. ?!~ 
Thomas, ND, and had two big elevators Tom Whelan served in ·zq.: 
WWI and was appointed to be the US :~0: 
Ambassador to Nicaragua in 1951 by :/if.!! 
President Harry Truman. He was reap- /f:t 
pointed by President Eisenhower in 1953. ?t .. 
My wife Della passed away in 2007 \}~. ,:7!:/ 
at age 82. My son Hank moved home to St ··'-::,0,\7 :i::·, • .. if!.( 
Th t h I O t ::f:::·~ •/::;::. omas o e p me u . · .::::::,,. . .. :::: · 
Henry Dietrich, Box 94, St Thomas, ND 58276 ·· .. f??~;?:'!;::. ~ .... :-::::ff:.if!f/r· 
··:·::"::.::_:::-::.::··· .; . 
The BrownJng Automatic Rifle (BAR) was a family 
of US automatic rifles ( or machine rifles) and light machine 
guns used by the United States and numerous other 
countries during the 20th century. The primary variant of the 
BAR series was the M1918, designed by John Browning in 
1917 for the U.S. Expeditionary Corps in Europe. The BAR 
was designed to be carried by advancing infantrymen, slung over the shoulder and fired from the hip, a 
concept called "walking fire"-thought to be necessary for the individual soldier during trench warfare. In 
practice, it was most often used as a light machine gun and fired from a bipod. The original M1918 version 
was and remains the lightest machine gun to fire the .30-06 Springfield cartridge, though the limited 
capacity of its standard 20-round magazine tended to hamper its utility in that role. 
In combat, particularly in the Pacific Theatre of war, the BAR effectively reverted to its original role 
as a portable, shoulder-fired automatic rifle. The BAR was often employed at the point or tail of a patrol or 
infantry column, where its firepower could help break contact on a jungle trail in the event of ambush. 
After a period of service, ordnance personnel began to receive BARs with inoperable or malfunctioning 
recoil buffer mechanisms. This was eventually traced to the soldier's common practice of cleaning the 
BAR in a vertical position with the butt of the weapon on the ground, allowing cleaning fluid and burned 
powder to collect in the recoil buffer mechanism. Additionally, unlike the M1 Garand, the BAR's gas 
cylinder was never changed to stainless steel. Consequently, the gas cylinder frequently rusted solid from 
the use of corrosive-primered M2 service ammunition in a humid environment when not stripped and 
cleaned on a daily basis. The BAR was also used in the Korean and Vietnam Wars. -wikipectia.com 
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Cliff Gustaf son Logic 
An interview with Cliff Gustafson (LM)(WWII), Co E 
Story & Photo By NEIL 0. NELSON, Hillsboro Banner (used with permission) 
His discharge papers, laminated for safekeeping, are somewhere 
in his Cummings home, but Cliff Gustafson isn't sure where. That's the 
trouble with putting stuff away, he claims. "You lose it. Which is why Cliff 
Gustafson wears his glasses nearly all the time, even though he only 
needs them to read. If he put 'em away, he'd lose 'em. 
Cummings Logic, one might assume. "Cummings Logic, hell. 
That's just me." 
In the day when boys went away to fight wars and came home 
men, and logic generally ruled the day, Cliff Gustafson was a man among 
many men. Tom Brok ow called them The Greatest Generation. 
Still, he was young when he joined the National Guard at Williston . 
At age 16, logic should have kept him home in Alexander, N.D., but Cliff 
applied his own logic: "You had to go, we all did. And we were all young . 
But we went anyway." 
They Were Ready. Author Dr. Terry L. Shoptaugh, history 
professor and archivist at the University of Minnesota Moorhead, has told the story of North Dakota's 
164th Infantry Regiment in his book, They Were Ready, published earlier this year. The North Dakota 
Army National Guard regiment was the first U.S. Army unit to offensively engage the enemy, in either 
theatre, when it reinforced the 1st Marine Division at Guadalcanal on Oct. 13, 1942. 
"That's a hell of a long time ago," said Cliff this week. If memory serves him right, "that was 65, 
no, 68 years ago." Too long ago to remember exactly, according to Cliff. 
"But Guadalcanal was the first island we hit." Before Guadalcanal, and before the Regiment 
left the states, the unit trained at Camp Claiborne, Louisiana and guarded depots, bridges, dams and 
docks from Montana to the West Coast. In March 1942, the unit reassembled at Ford Ord, California , 
for the trip overseas. 
When it arrived in the South Pacific, the 164th joined two other National Guard Regiments to 
form the AMERICAL Division, a contraction of American troops on New Caledonia. The company's 
first casualty came within hours of landing on Guadalcanal, as the Japanese Navy bombarded the 
beaches through the night with 14 inch shells. Two weeks later, the Japanese infantry, in "bonzai 
charges," broke through the marine perimeter in defense of the Henderson airfield. On the night of 
Oct. 24, 1942, company commanders walked the perimeter, placing 164th soldiers into foxholes with 
the Marines. The-attack was repelled and the next morning found 2,000 Japanese dead on the front 
lines. [Chesty Puller] the commander of the 1st Battalion, 7th Regiment, 1st Marine division 
remarked: "Those farm boys can fight." 
"There was a hell of a lot of action, ·you bet," Cliff Gustafson recalls. "But you were too young to 
be scared," he tells. You followed orders. And you wanted to be on the front lines. "Can't fight in the 
back," logic told Cliff. 
Lt. Samuel Baglien, regimental executive officer from Hillsboro, noted in his diary that as of 
Feb. 2, 1943, 150 soldiers had been killed or died of wounds, 360 were wounded in action, and 853 
had been evacuated after contracting malaria, diphtheria and other jungle maladies. 
CW-e we'te told we 
could ao !tome. 
(7/,.e wa't wcu ove't! 
Cliff knew men wounded and killed. "Hell of a lot of 
'em. Nothin' you could do about it though." 
In Nov. 1943, the 164th was the first unit from the 
America! Division ordered to Bougainville on Christmas Day 
1943, fighting there through 1944. In January 1945, the 
164th landed and fought in the Southern Philippines Island 
Campaign. In July 1945, the unit was training in Cebu, in the 
Philippines, for the invasion of Japan when the war ended. 
Cliff Gustafson was 20 then; older than his years, as were all 
the young men in the 164th. 
At age 87, Gustafson today remembers when the war ended. "We were told we could go 
home. The war was over." 
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Cliff Gustafson Logic (Continued) 
After three years, eight months and four days, the North Dakota WWII 
Army private was "ready to get out." 
There were six, maybe seven men from the small town of Alexander, 
south of Williston, that went to war with Cliff Gustafson. "Ain't any left now." 
Cliff still gets back to Alexander for the town's annual Old Settlers' Picnic 
celebration. Any memorabilia he had of WWII he lost when his family home in 
Alexander was lost to a fire. Memories of the war, meanwhile, are fading. 
"Don't ever think about it anyways." 
In Tom Brokow's novel of the generation that fought and won WWII, the 
former network newscaster tells how the men and women from the war returned 
home and built America. Cliff Gustafson came home and started building roads. 
The WWI I veteran was building Hwy. 15 north into Larimore when he met Jean 
Hanson, of Portland. The two married, lived in Hatton while Cliff worked around 
the country, finally settling in Cummings. Jean, who worked at the Coast to 
Coast store in Hillsboro, died around 15 years ago, Cliff tells. 
Cliff lives alone now, having lost his pug dog 
earlier this year. "Really miss that dog." Pat, the 
pug dog, he had for 16 years. And he thinks of 
Jean every day. Cliff Gustafson Logic wouldn't have 
2nd Rifle Platoon 
___ Com~;i:_ E __ 
Pl_ too_ H !!!Jl.U&rt r a 
Plt Guide : S t Lawrence H. Poe it any other way. His days are regimented. He still Plt Ldr : lLt Steven Marble 
gets to Mayville every day for dinner, and most Plt Sgt : SSgt Elmo • Hetrernen Plt Runners: Elmer H. Eb l 
erl hcher 
afternoons he'll be playing cards at the Vets Club. 
His hands ache, sometimes "something awful," from 
arthritis, and he uses a cane because it's just sqd 
easier. Ldr : gt 
Jerry 
Wilder 
hat ig t A. Cliff could complain but he knows a man 87 Sqd Ldr: Cpl Petty 
years old should expect some aches and pains. 
Marilyn Aanderud, home health provider with Social 
Services, visits Cliff twice a week. "He's a doll," 
says Marilyn. "He never complains, he's always 
joking." Serious, Cliff isn't, said Marilyn. She tells a 
favorite Cliff story. She escorted the WWII veteran 
to see a Veterans Administration optometrist in 
Fargo. The doctor asks Cliff if he can see the chart 
on the wall. "Hell, I can't see the wall." Marilyn 
fears Cliff's eyesight is fading. "Fading hell, it's the 
one eye I can't see out of. Other one's OK." Optical 
Logic, according to Cliff Gustafson. 
Cliff maintains he wants to continue living in 
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move to Hillsboro. "The hell with that. I'm staying right here in my Cummings home. I'm still walking 
around, aren't I?" 
Cliff Gustafson Logic dictates a move is not in the foreseeable future. 
"Damn right it isn't." 
Clifford O Gustafson, Co E (LM)(WWII), RR1 Box 146, Cummings, ND 701-436-5657 
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Old Williston Armory--Williston, ND 
Blake Kerbaugh 360-703-7424 
Email: bkerbaugh@hotmail.com 
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Bits 'n' Pieces 
Seated, L-R: SSgt Wayne McDowell, Cpl Ed Gadzinski; 
Standing Cpl Vernon Carlson, 1 LT Ed Wilhelm, Sgt Sam 
Pear, PFC Andy Jaros. Tokyo Airport, 8 September 1945, 
just after the 164 th landed in Japan. 
Writes McDowell: On checking buildings, I found a 
locked door and started to force it open when one of the 
Japanese made a lot of noise. I got an interpreter and he 
said this was a dark room. I told him I would not break 
down the door if he took a picture of me and my 
associates. I lost track of all of them except Sam Pear 
who passed away a couple of years ago in Jerseyville, Ill. 
Amen to this: 
"So, with all the kindness I can muster, I 
give this one piece of advice to the next 
pop star who is asked to sing the national 
anthem at a sporting event: 
Save the vocal gymnastics and the 
physical gyrations for your concerts. Just 
sing this song the way you were taught to 
sing it in kindergarten , straight up, no 
styling. 
Sing it with the constant awareness 
that there are soldiers, sailors, airmen and 
Marines watching you from bases and 
outposts all over the world. Don't make 
them cringe with your self-centered ego 
gratification. 
Sing it as if you are standing before 
a row of 86-year-old WWI I vets wearing 
their Purple Hearts, Silver Stars, and flag 
pins on their cardigans and you want them 
to be proud of you for honoring them and 
the country they love - not because you 
want them to think you are a superstar 
musician. They could see that from the 
costumes, makeup and the entourages. 
Sing "The Star Spangled Banner" 
with the courtesy and humility that tells the 
audience that it is about America, not you. 
--Anonymous 
A quote from one of our readers: 
"Yes, I do talk too much, but at 92 my 
mouth seems to be the only part that 
doesn't hurt when I use it." 
This Book was donated t each Publ ic Libraiy 
in the state of North Dakota in 2011 ND Library Project 
b the 
The 164th Infantry Association 
of the United States of America 
During the. business meeting at the September reunion, Scholarshi~ 
Committeemen Milt Kane and Warren Ventsch recommended that the 164 
Scholarship Fund be dissolved because of increasing administrative and legal 
requirements, and that the remaining funds be used to provide a copy of 
"They Were Ready" to libraries in North Dakota. A distribution plan and 
expense list was approved by President Bernie Wagner and Executive 
Committee. On 26 Feb, a team consisting of Warren Yentsch & wife Brenda, 
former Sec/Treas Ben Kemp, member Neyl McClure 
(Co K, Korea), & Steve Tillotson (son of Bill, Co 
A, WWII) met in Bismarck to help with this project. 
Je Suis Pret means I Am Ready The crew put bookplates (pictured at left) and 
..__ __________ ~ transparent protective covers on the frontice page, 
boxed and taped each book, folded invoices into mailers, affixed $3 .16 postage and 
media mail stickers. Books were mailed to all North Dakota public libraries, 
university and college libraries, the State Library, and a few (by request) school 
libraries. 
The first run of 2600 books was sold in 6 months! The 2°d Printing of 2600 
books arrived just in time for the 2010 holiday sales. There are lots of copies left, and 
at member price, you can do all your 2011 gift shopping right here. After all, what 
could be better than a gift of your history??? 
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Dues News & Views · 
Howdy Shirley, 
I just got the Oct. 2010 164th Infantry News in 
today's mail and have read the first part of this 
issue"The Road to Victory". 
There is a bit of misleading though probably 
technically correct information in which is written 
"on 28 Aug., about ten thousand Japanese laid 
down their arms at Cebu, though it was an 
incident not without some apprehension on the 
part of the men of the 164th who took part in it". 
A mixed company, made up of men from every 
unit of the America! Division, accepted th·e 
surrender of the Japanese. The Americans 
numbered about two hundred in all, while there 
were 10,000 Japanese only a short distance 
away." 
Now I don't have a head count of ALL 
Japanese forces on the Island of Cebu who 
surrendered to Americans 28 Aug. 1945, but I 
was one of the Company of American Soldiers 
who were driven by truck to the northern area of 
Cebu the morning of 28 Aug. 1945 and at an 
open field near llihan. General Kataoka, General 
Fukue, Admiral Harada and other high ranking 
Japanese officers to make up a total of 2,667 
Japanese enemy forces marched onto the field in 
strict military order. The Japanese troops carried 
their small arms and their heavy weapons 
company carried their weapons. To say we were 
apprehensive is very true as they outnumbered 
us by more than 10 to one. The point I make 
though there were NOT 10,000 Japanese troops 
at the surrender when General William H. Arnold 
accepted the sword of surrender from General 
Kataoka. The way your article reads leads one to 
believe that 10,000 troops were at the llihan 
Surrender site and that didnt happen. 
I never talked to any of the enemy that day. 
In 1996 on a trip to the Philippines I did stop for 3 
days in Yokohama and met one of the Japanese 
who on 28 Aug. 1945 was part of the Japanese 
Forces that surrendered at llihan. That man had 
been searching through the America! Divison 
Veterans Association for a few years for any 
member of the Company of American troops who 
was at the Surrender that day. I enjoyed 
meeting that former enemy who was very 
eloquent in the English language. He died the 
following May of 1996. 
Cordially, Zane E. Jacobs, Co E, Seaside, Calif 
Editor: Zane, you're exactly right. The "Citizens 
as Soldiers" account is misleading. The last two 
paragraphs of the McGiffert narrative on page 
26-27 this issue will verify your observations. 
11e_ other side of the MAETSUYKER beer party. 
The MAETSUYKER ship that carried the 3rd batallion of the 164 
Infantry to Noumea in 1942 often gets told in many ways. 
Before WWil inter-isJand and inter-continent travel was by ship. 
~ travel had not arrived Cargo ships had staterooms, food, liquor that 
mcluded scotch, whisky, gin, rum, brandy , wine, etc. and amenities for 
travelers. Such was this ship. 
The officers of the battalion were packed in the staterooms, ordered 
and ate from the menu. 
I was a second lieutenant in K company and was the officer of the 
guard the night the so called beer party took place. My various inspections 
of the guard showed no singing, whooping or boistrous activity . 
. _ At mess the next morning the ship officers presented a list of missing 
liquor and beer. The batallion had no choice other than to assess the men 
$3.46 each, if I remember correctly. All men were paid in cash and there'was 
someone at each pay table"to collect the assessment. Now you know the 
restofthestory. ~ R~·~v~ 
Carl R Lauritsen 
then 2n~ Li~~~t 
Editor: Then-Cpl Steve Stevens' enlisted man's account of the 
Maetsuyker Beer Party was in the March 2009 News 
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A gigantic statue of the 
"Victory Kiss" couple 
stands along the coast of 
California. Knee high to 
the statue are Doug 
McMahon's (Co D) 
daughter & son in law, 
Judy & Keith Bjornson. 
(taken with phone camera) 
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Occupation Duties in Japan by Dr. Fred F. Drew 
Somehow throughout my adult life 
from high school on I have been 
very much interested in history and 
even more so now. I am 
very interested in the 
thoughts and feelings of 
others throughout history 
and I have become 
somewhat of a history buff 
in regards to World War 11. 
My cousin Richard Geary 
flew mosquitoes in World 
War II leaving the United 
States to go to Canada to become a night fighter in 
Beauforts, and then flew the very hot mosquito 
fighter throughout Europe. Ritchie didn't leave any 
written thoughts about his experiences and neither 
did my present wife's husband who was a fighter 
pilot flying off of flat tops throughout the Pacific, 
Japan, and Korea, during the Korean War and 
World War 11. None of his 
As I recall, the exhau'st pipe was extended 
way above the jeep. I have since owned military 
jeeps for hunting pl)rposes and I am amazed at 
how much we are able to get into the back of the 
jeep. The other amazing thing to me ~as when we 
arrived at the pier in Yokohama to disembark; all 
the medicinal alcohol was missing from the jeep. 
The navy knew where to look for alcohol, they 
didn't leave us one drop. 
During this time, as we were getting ready 
to go north, I was assigned as the medic for 
Company C. Many of the men in that company 
were as green as I was. Among the group was one 
American Indian, I recall that he had a very 
muscular build and wide shoulders. Typical of what 
happened in the Philippines, lots of the men 
developed diarrhea and stomach cramps. These 
were usually treated by the medic without the guys 
going on sick call by the use of sulfa drugs. There 
was sulfa guanidine, and sulfadiazine, that we used 
for the bacterial histories or stories 
survived. I think that 
stimulates me to reminisce 
even though my stories 
may not be very important. 
I was in Cebu with 
the 164th first battalion, or 
more correctly called, the 
first medical detachment of 
the 164th infantry regiment. 
I am thankful to God that 
Harry Truman had enough guts 
to drop the bomb to end the 
war. My only regret is that we 
didn't develop it early enough to 
end the war before ..... 
"Gls". Usually within 
two or three days 
that took care of it. I 
had treated this 
young Indian guy 
and I think all Gl 's 
called any Indian in 
their outfit Chief. I 
thought he was 
Our time was spent primarily in patrols into the hills. 
There were a lot of us who were replacements with 
almost no background or experience in medical 
care. With the aid of my good buddy sergeant Art 
Bevor and a man by the name of Tracy, we held 
with the battalion surgeon, schooling in classes of 
not more than 10-15 men. I think they were just 
giving us a background in medical terminology, 
identification of wounds, instruments, and that sort 
of thing to at least give us some of the rudiments of 
medical care and aid. 
At finding that my carbine was totally 
inaccurate, Art Bevor, bless him, exchanged my 
carbine for a .45 and holster and two clips. Where 
Art obtained these I haven't any idea, but I carried 
the .45 pistol until left Japan in February of 46. At 
the same time of our training we were instructed 
how to pack medical supplies for the invasion of 
Japan. I recall we had lots of gallon cans of 190 
proof alcohol that we packed into the back of the 
jeep for the purpose of diluting w_ith wat~r for_ the 
cold sterilization of instruments dunng the invasion. 
Some of the men from the motor pool 
showed us how the jeeps were rigged for deep 
water landing and we repeated the process of 
loading the jeeps and unloading them, making sure 
the rigging was okay for the deep water. 
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having a good 
result. Somewhere around the 15th or before of 
August, he came to me to say that he was h~v~ng 
stomach pain, and I had known that sulfa guarndine 
could result in constipation, so as I recall the 
treatment was a half an ounce of paregoric which is 
camphorated opium. I'd see him later. .. 
When we were told that the bomb had been 
dropped at Hiroshima and Nagasaki, needless to 
say our tent area became may~em. ~uys wer~ 
shooting rifles and machine guns in the air. When 1t 
was confirmed, at the signal tent, that the Japanese 
were probably going to surrender, Captain Decker 
broke out a gallon or so of the 190 proof alcohol. I 
don't believe I had had anything to drink in my 20 
years before, but here it was in a great big 
aluminum cooking pot, and lo and behold there was 
ice floating in it. We were all around_ t~e. big pot 
drawing our share of the grapefr_u1t J~1ce _a~d 
alcohol into our mess cups. You can imagine within 
a short period of time the bedlam and drunkenness 
that went on and it must have been that we were 
finding it a little bit difficult to ~ealize the possibil_ities 
of not going into Japan fighting. At any rate things 
settled down after a day or so and now we were 
confronted with fact that the war was going to be 
over and that hopefully the Japanese would not 
resist an occupation. 
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Occupation Duties in Japan By Dr. Fred F. Drew (continued) 
Somewhere around the 20th or 25th of 
August we repeated the usual of getting into an 
APA troop transport. With our jeeps and all of our 
material and we headed to sea and went south 
east to Leyte and into the bay of to Tacloban and 
there we saw numerous 
ships. We were there only 
that night and the next 
morning we were in a 
convoy headed north and it 
wasn't very long before we 
hit a tremendous storm, a 
typhoon or something of 
that sort. My company was 
in the one of the lower 
decks on the stern of the 
Found in room at the aidstation, troop transport and one of 
Tachikawa Japan, 'Sept 1945 the guys came to me and 
said that Chief was sick, sweating and in lots of 
pain in the lower right quadrant. I helped get him 
forward to the operating room where Capt Decker 
told me I got him there just in time for surgery. I 
stayed up front all night. 
Just about daylight I remember the ship was 
slowing down and the navy guys were going out of 
the hatch and kind of shaking their heads and 
saying "You gotta look at this." We were entering 
Tokyo bay through the narrows and we were sitting 
ducks. You could look up and see some gu·n 
emplacements, but you couldn't tell if they were 
new, old, or fake. Ahead of us we could see other 
ships in line, as well as ships behind us, all entering 
Tokyo bay. At daylight I couldn't believe the 
number of ships that were in the bay. From air craft 
carriers to battle ships, cruisers, small destroyers, 
destroyer escorts, plus troop transports. While I 
was out on the deck we approached some 
damaged wooden piers. I don't recall how or when 
they did it, but they had a couple of jeeps off the 
ship, and there were two or three two and a half ton 
trucks. Company C went down the gang plank to 
step on the Japanese soil. 
On the dock in Yokohama we could see that 
there had been some damage to the buildings. We 
got in two trucks and drove up through long 
cratered roads into the more hilly area to the west 
of Yokohama. I remember seeing some great huge 
stone blocks that appeared to be natural, they were 
black, but also appeared to be somewhat like a 
fortification. There was a whole wall of them on the 
road that we took going up into the hills. We came 
to a little crossroad and we could look down on the 
devastation of Tokyo and little village areas to our 
right. A jeep with someone in it came up waving 
and they were evidently 164th infantry guys who 
somehow commandeered a jeep and they were 
yelling that they did it they did it. Come to find out 
they evidently sneaked through to the very edge of 
Tokyo on the main road from Yokohama to Tokyo 
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and put up a sign saying "Welcome to Tokyo 
"first cavalry" courtesy of 164." If it was true 
Macarthur was not a happy camper, as they were 
his favorites. 
Anyhow our road took us over to the town 
of Hachioji, and there were no men on the street. 
There were some women and children who were 
running fast, escaping us. They had been told that 
we would eat their children and horrible stories of 
what the Americans would do. 
Our destination was to go over into a flatter 
area and take over the large Japanese airfield of 
Tachikowa. When we arrived at probably about 
10:00 in the morning, the Japanese soldiers were 
marching out of the gates very sullen looking and 
staring straight ahead. They had some officers, 
who had no Samurai swords and no weapons. 
When we pulled up in front of a large hanger with 
the glass shot out of it and everything, we found 
hundreds of rifles and swords and pistols and all 
kinds of hand weapons stacked inside the hanger. I 
must tell you that at this time we did not really know 
if the Japanese were going to resist or what was 
going to happen. We had heard that there wasn't 
much resistance on Okinawa during the first 
landings there. My brother-in-law Jack Feibig was a 
lieutenant in the 7th division there, and after a few 
weeks all hell broke loose, even though there was 
almost no opposition at first. Anyhow we had that in 
mind. 
We assembled in 
front of this big hanger, 
and the lieutenant was 
assigning men to guard 
posts as the remainder of 
the Japanese soldiers left 
the field. He was telling 
men to do this and to do 
that. When he got to me . 
he said, "Drew go in to 
those buildings to the left, 
be careful, and see if you ~:;:;;Jalllill 
can find a place to set up 
an aid station, although I ________ ___. 
hope to God we don't need it". With that I went over 
to some of these low buildings, took my sidearm 
out of my holster, and went through some of the 
doors. It was deathly quiet. I went into a door to my 
right, and there was a large "hot tub" flush with the 
floor with the water just as clear as could be and 
steaming. It was about eight by eight feet square. 
At the head of the pool to the left was an old man, 
hair tied back in a bun, in a black Kimono and stilt-
like Jap shoes. I had my 45 sort of extended and I-
didn't know what to do. I said "hi", and he bowed a 
little bit and he said "hi". I later found that that was · 
a common greeting for people that know each 
other. I motioned him to another door, and he 
preceded me. 
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Occupation Duties in Japan By Dr. Fred F. Drew (continued) 
All the rooms were empty, and we went 
outside where this overhang was, like a patio. It 
must have been a cooking area because there 
were three huge empty pots like woks, surrounded 
by brickwork. I started to relax, and I was waiting 
for something to happen, but nothing did. We 
walked back into where the hot tub was again 
deathly quiet. I put my side arm into the holster. 
The man visibly relaxed. I guess he realized that I 
wasn't going to shoot him. He bowed again deeper, 
and indicated that the water was hot, and that I was 
invited to take a shower. There were shower heads 
and wooden buckets along a wall with three small 
wooden stools with three legs. I kind of frowned 
and looked, so he pantomimed taking the shower, 
washing under the arms and the groin area, rinsing 
Japanese children playing 
on the streets of Oshi 
off and then you get 
in the hot tub. I did 
that a couple of 
days later, and the 
water was 
extremely hot, and 
hard to get 
accustomed to. At 
any rate that was 
the first couple 
hours of Tachikowa. 
Carter and I had 
nothing to do so we 
rolled out our 
shelter halves near the turn around entrance to the 
air field, and with our blankets and packs, we spent 
our first night in Japan. Nothing happened. There 
was almost no noise, no shooting, no anything. The 
next morning, Carter wakened me and said "Drew 
we are really in Japan, look at the sky." Off to the 
east, there was . a cloud layer and the sun had 
come up high enough to radiate rays of sunlight 
down. I remember they didn't radiate up, but they 
looked like the Japanese naval battle flag. 
One of the guys in our group was assigned 
with two others to guard airplanes in a big hangar. 
I'd never seen airplanes like them. They were like a 
huge radial engine P47 is the closest I could think 
of. Our stay in Tachikawa air base was uneventful, 
within a day or two many more troops arrived. The 
interesting thing was that on the first day we were 
there we heard three shots, barn, barn, barn, near 
one of the airplanes. Our lieutenant, Roy, Carter, 
and I ran over about a hundred yards to the first 
airplane revetment, and there was a jeep parked 
just at the opening. There was an Air Force 
lieutenant colonel screaming and yelling red faced 
standing by the wing, and here was a guy 
nicknamed "Barna" on the ground with his M 1 and 
this lieutenant colonel was chewing him out 
something fierce. When we arrived this colonel was 
saying "well he should have recognized 
Macarthur's signature! He could have killed me!" 
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and on and on yelling at our lieutenant. Our 
lieutenant proceeded to look at the colonel and 
said, "Colonel, these are front line troops, if he had 
wanted to kill you, yo~'d be dead. My instructions to 
him were to not let anyone near these airplanes, 
you're lucky you are alive." 
I don't know how many days it was before 
we were transferred to a large general hospital. I 
don't remember the name of it, but it was a little bit 
outside of the major destruction area of Tokyo. 
There were America! guys, first cavalry 
guys, and there was another patch that I saw but 
I'm not sure what division they were because 
everything was helter skelter. The roads were also 
a mess. There were literally acres and acres of 
nothing but concrete streets in Tokyo and 
Yokohama. The fire bombing must have been 
tremendous. Amazingly the rubble was pretty well 
cleaned up by the week and a half or two when I 
was in Tachikawa. I was assigned some duties, 
and it was very confusing to know what to do or 
who to report to, there were so many new recruits, 
all the older men were gone. 
I was assigned duty in a pro station that was 
there in the hospital and within a few days I was 
asked if I could drive a jeep and I said yes I'm sure 
I can drive a jeep. My assignment was to take the 
Japanese medical doctor to barracks-like houses, 
where Japanese prostitutes were, to make sure 
that he would visually inspect each one of the girls 
and take a vaginal smear. Ninety percent of these 
girls were visually infected with either gonorrhea or 
syphilis. I was 20 and I guess these girls were 
probably that age or a little older. They were 
dressed in the typical kimono and the obi sash, like 
a butterfly on the back, and their hair was always 
nicely done. After about a week, I realized that this 
Japanese doctor, who spoke very good English , 
would do the job without me being with him, so I 
would sit in the jeep. My mother kept writing to me, 
asking me what kind of work I was doing, but I 
couldn't very well tell her. 
Needless to say there was hustle and bustle 
with everyone. People were going here and there, 
some shipping out, and Louis Atabery, Roy Carter, 
John Thomas, and I were in that hospital. I don't 
know what happened to Thomas. He wanted to be 
a veterinarian, but he and I buddied around in 
Tokyo for probably the first week or so then I lost 
track of him. But Louis and Carter and I were put 
on a truck and sent north after the 
decommissioning of the America! division and we 
were sent to the little town on the outskirts of 
Kumagaya in the little town of Oshi. I didn't have 
any idea what we were going to be doing. We 
stopped in front of some large concrete pillars that 
marked the entrance of a former girl's school that 
was going to be the 98th Evac. Hospital. 
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Occupation Duties in Japan By Dr. Fred F. Drew (continued) 
There were some 
officers giving 
each of us an 
;' ...... 1-...aa.!!!lt"!P"" assignment. I was 
told to go through 
the back door, into 
another building , 
and report to the HOS n supply sergeant 
· there. I went into 
Louis Atlabury this building with a 
The lake in the back was part of the moat that sliding door as the 
went around the old castle "Oshi" 
entrance, and 
sitting behind a desk is Sergeant Gold, who I had 
met in Bainbridge airfield in Georgia a couple years 
back. Of course he didn't recognize me and if it 
hadn't have been for his name plate and his very 
blonde hair I probably wouldn't have recognized 
him either. Anyhow that little introduction paved the 
way for sergeant Gold to take me under his wing , 
and I became his assistant supply sergeant. 
There was great chaos, seemingly because 
no one seemed to know anyone. A few truck loads 
of supplies had arrived and were dumped in the 
open. Further behind the hospital , about 75 yards, 
they were setting up a motor pool. My immediate 
job was to help Sgt Gold organize shelves and get 
kerosene autoclaves and refrigerators functioning. 
We had some shipping crates that had to be 
unpacked, put on shelves, and labeled. Then 
Sergeant Gold assigned me the job of going 
outside to the inner court to organize truck loads 
and truck loads of supplies that were being stacked 
helter skelter. It was overwhelming. The supply 
people who were bringing in the boxes just started 
throwing them anywhere and we lost control. 
Sergeant Gold assigned me six ex-Japanese 
soldiers. I found that I could lift the boxes and walk 
with them a few yards without any real difficultly, 
but these 6 guys seemed to struggle and struggle, 
two or three of them carrying one box the ten or 
fifteen yards to the stack. Because I was assigned 
these six soldiers, I kept my holster with my 45 on 
my belt. I tried yelling at 
the soldiers to get this 
done or that done, but of 
course they couldn't 
understand my yelling. A 
relatively new doctor who 
was Japanese American 
asked if I was having 
some problems. I said 
"Yeah, I'm about ready to 
shoot some of these 
Main Building of Oshi Hospital guys. They hiss and 
struggle with those boxes as if they are the 
heaviest thing in the world , and I can lift one of 
them all by myself." I demonstrated it, and the 
Japanese soldiers just stood there and shook their 
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heads. The doctor asked me where I had been and 
where I came from, so I told him I was America! on 
Cebu, and before that I was on Luzon, south of 
Manila in the mountains. He kind of shook his head 
and he said "I'll take care of it. " When he started to 
lecture the soldiers in Japanese they stood up 
sharply and became like military soldiers. I had told 
him how I had marked the boxes and those I could 
see in the pile I marked according to 1 2 3 4 5 or 6. 
These six soldiers worked so fast I felt sorry for 
them; I knew they weren't having adequate food. I 
asked the doctor what he had told those guys. He 
replied , "They are working aren't they?" I said 
"Yeah, they sure are." He explained "Well I told 
them you had been on New Guinea, they know 
New Guinea, and that you had personally had killed 
over 50 Japanese soldiers, and that another 2 or 3 
wouldn't make any difference to you." I couldn 't 
believe he told them that, but it sure got the results. 
On the main road we used to get supplies, I 
often came upon accidents where the big trucks 
were unable to stop and they had slid into honey 
carts and injured some of the Japanese. I was 
always amazed that the Japanese people walking 
along the road would just look at someone who 
was bleeding, obviously injured, and offer no help. 
They had no expression on their face, no crying 
out. I think this goes back to the days of the 
Samurai when the attitude was, if you were stupid 
enough to get in the way of a Samurai, you could 
lose your head, so if you're stupid enough to get 
run over by a truck, it serves you right. 
My good buddy 
Roy Carter wanted to 
go into Tokyo to see 
Macarthur. We took the 
ambulance, parked it at 
an MP station, then got 
on the street cars that 
were packed with 
people of all ages 
carrying all kinds of 
things from chickens to 
wood. It was quite an 
experience. I was only 
5, 8,, at the time but I Motor Pool at the 98th Evac. 
' towered over a lot of the people in the street cars. 
Even then Japanese were crowding around the 
Daiichi building to watch Macarthur, the American 
"Caesar", come out. We were standing by the stairs 
that were probably about as high as our heads, and 
5 o'clock sharp, the MPs came out with their 
polished helmets, the doors opened, and Macarthur 
came out. He looked over the crowd, then looked 
down at Carter and me. We were standing at 
attention saluting. Macarthur got in his limousine· 
and away the entourage went. Carter started 
saying "Fred he saluted me! Did you see him? He 
looked right at me and saluted me!" 
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Occupation Duties in Japan By Dr. Fred F. Drew (continued) 
We deflated the tires a little so we could ride today?" When I realized that he spoke excellent 
on the steel rails to avoid the potholes on the English, I was amazed that he was still dressed in 
roads. It was almost a game of chicken if another his Japanese garb and had a body guard with him. 
truck was coming on the same track. I was driving I found out that if anybody wanted to buy anything 
the ambulance and I could see this jeep coming in Oshi, it would be best to go see this man. I 
toward me but I wasn't about to get off the track at approached him and told him that I was interested 
the spot I was in, so I kept going and all of a in wood carvings, and he was very much 
sudden the jeep pulled off. The GI driving it was my impressed that I was interested in Japanese Lucky 
good buddy from Cebu, Woody Gibson, so Woody Gods carvings. 
jumped out. Come to find out he was the driver for Later, Mr. Ehana talked to me about the 
a full bird colonel in a brand new jeep and the babies whose mother's milk has dried up and the 
colonel was yelling to get back in the jeep. Woody babies are going to die. "Do you have any 
was yelling back at him "This is my buddy Fred! He powdered milk?" Well in the hospital supply, there 
saved my life! He saved my life!" which is another were boxes and boxes of dry 
story, but the colonel, realizing that we had been beechnut ice cream mix that we 
old friends allowed Woody to exchange addresses. didn't use, so I took a these to Mr. 
I told Woody that I would look him up and he gave Ehana, and he found out from the 
me a brief map on how to find his MP battalion. On local doctor that this would be 
another occasion when I . went into Yokohama, I excellent for the little babies. I 
found Woody. That's the first time that I enjoyed could see appreciation when I 
Japanese beer right out of a small wooden keg. walked down the street that 
Oshi, as I some of the people knew and 
said earlier, was a would bow. I think in 
small village. The appreciation for my breaking 
streets were hard the rules a little bit to help 
packed dirt; they them, and I have never 
had small police regretted that. I told Mr. Ehana 
station that was that I would be leaving on 
being redone, a February 2nd. Mr. Ehana's big 
communal bath, suma guard came to the gate; 
and a barber shop, he bowed and presented me God of Knowledge 
where three ladies with a scroll wrapped in white 
cut our hair. We paper and a very colorful ribbon. When I undid it, 
found that it was here was a watercolor painting of the seven lucky 
much easier to get Gods, and at the bottom it says "I hope you find 
Women Barbers, Louis Altiabury, a shave and a hair your seven lucky Gods, Saburo Ehana 1946." This 
and Trout cut with hot steam water color is framed nicely in my hall now, and it 
towels every day rather than doing it ourselves. reminds me every day of my stay in Japan. 
I got interested in buying Japanese wood The six months that I spent in Oshi have 
carvings. On one trip, I got lost when I stopped to influenced my life greatly, because my home now is 
try to get directions. I not only modern Japanese. I have shojis and 
discovered a shortcut was better many Japanese artifacts and prints. 
than going by the main road, I was Thank goodness my first wife Ruthie 
able to trade cigarettes for a enjoyed the Japanese atmosphere 
carving that turned out to be the and helped me to decorate our 
gods of rice and fish. On another house with all these mementos. 
one of my trips I traded cigarettes When my son Jon was on 
for a Buddha type goddess that San Jose State University's judo 
children pray to for fertility. It had team, my wife and I were 
been carved in 1821, and is still in chaperones for the Judo team in 
my possession. . . 1977. We went back to Oshi and I 
I checked with different stores ods of Rice & Fis couldn't find anything I remembered. 
and places in the town of Oshi and I finally found The barber shop was gone, the police department 
that there was a man named Saburo Ehana who I was brand new, and they didn't have any 
am sure was a black market king. I had seen him communal bath that I could find. I was rather 
on the street with a great huge man as a body disappointed. We had a young lady as an 
guard, and they always bowed. One day this man interpreter, and she asked around about the 
spoke to me, saying "Hello sergeant, how are you hospital for us. 
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Occupation Duties in Japan By Dr. Fred F. Drew (continued) 
We finally found a man by the name of me, and then she said something to the family and 
Saburo Ehana through the telephone directory. He they nodded. They conversed back and forth and 
was a taxi driver, and he came to the city hall the family said that yes, blackmarket Ehana was a 
where we were and picked us up and took us friend, and we have the same name. He also said 
around the new Oshi. I told him that I remembered that the other Ehana had gotten in trouble and had 
there was a shrine and a cemetery. He drove us a to go to Okinawa. So that was the last I heard of 
little ways to the outskirts of Oshi, and there was a Saburo Ehana. Enclosed is a picture of the short 
brand new school. I said "no, no", and I thought gentleman who painted this picture in 1946, and I 
"well this is a waste of time." cherish it to this day. 
An old toothless lady came out In summation people 
of a building across the street have asked me, not recently 
and started asking what we but after the war, what I 
wanted. Our interpreter told her thought about the atomic 
that I had been a soldier at the bomb. I am thankful to God 
hospital but that we couldn't that Harry Truman had 
find it. The old lady said she enough guts to drop the 
remembered. She said they bomb to end the war. My 
were good men and she took only regret is that we 
us down a little side road evidently didn't develop it 
where there was a new street, early enough to end the war 
and behind some bushes here before Okinawa, Tarawa, 
were the columns to the old and some of the other 
hospital· · The "other" Saburo Ehana, the artist who horrible battles that took 
The hospital was gone, painted the Seven Lucky Gods painting. place. I think the dropping of 
and about a hundred yards the bomb allowed me to 
away was a great big new school. There was a lake enjoy a very fruitful life. I returned from the service 
behind our hospital and the old woman told us that and took advantage of the GI bill. I met my first wife 
lake was actually an old castle moat. I remember who had joined the Navy Waves after losing her 
seeing a man in a small boat with butterfly netting brother who was flying the hump in India. We 
catching fish outside my room in the hospital. Of married and had a fantastic life, three kids, and ten 
course that's all gone now, but they have plans to grandkids. With our improved lifestyle we were able 
renovate and rebuild part of the old castle. At any to travel the world to just about any place we 
rate this man who was the taxi driver said that he wanted to go. I indulged in my favorite sport of 
knew that there was another Sabura Ehana. This hunting, and hunted throughout North America, just 
other man was a painter in another prefecture. We about every year. My wife and I enjoyed fishing in 
asked how far it was, and he said not very far. I New Zealand, British Columbia, and Alaska where 
found out that the name Saburo Ehana is like our we learned to fly fish for sockeye salmon. 
John Smith in the United States. There are a lot of I think the Marshal Plan following World War 
Saburo Ehanas. We had lunch with them, and my II was a godsend to the world but I don't really think 
dear wife Ruthie reached in her purse and pulled they appreciate it. The countries we had to 
out this scroll. I didn't realize that she had rolled up devastate during the war, we rebuilt with Marshal 
the painting and brought it. If you have ever seen plan money, but now I'm disappointed to see in our 
anyone's face turn white, then you know what papers that many of those countries vote against 
Saburo Ehana's face looked like. He looked and us in the UN. I have enjoyed my life very much. I 
looked and asked "where did you get this? Where lost my first wife; she was a companion, a real 
did you get this?" It turns out that he had painted buddy. But again God has given me my second 
that picture for his friend Saburo Ehana. He was wife Lois whose husband flew fighters off flat tops 
telling his wife and boys "I painted this. I painted in the Pacific and Korea. Because of her, life is 
this myself." Then he asked me, "Did he charge much brighter for me. I certainly do enjoy my 
you for it?" And I told him, "No it was friendship." grandkids, especially Jonathan Drew, 18 years old, 
He said "Good, I didn't charge him for it either." who is typing up this group of memories for me. My 
They thought, after conversing a bit, that I buddy, my hunting companion, and a grandson no 
was a military intelligence inspector, and that I was one could be more proud of. I am amazed that at 
tracking down the black market Saburo Ehan.a. I that time I knew no one who had a really good 
told the interpreter to tell them "Look, I don't know camera, and seemingly everyone has one today. I 
what he did; I suspect that he might have been a was at Atsuzi before shipping home on my 21st 
black market king. Understand?" The girl looked at birthday February 22, 1945. 
Dr Fred Drew, 1164 Cardiff Ct, San Jose, CA 95117 
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Copied from the American Legion, September 1981 
Surrender on CEBU By Robert C. McGiffert 
The Japanese couldn't believe the war was lost 
It was a ceremonial day, a day made for generals. Seven were ·on hand: three winners and 
four losers. The victors and the vanquished faced one another on a wide, grassy field under high 
summer clouds. Behind the generals, their lieutenants stood in rows. Some distance off, where the 
ground fell away from the knoll on which the generals stood, the ranks of troops stirred restlessly in 
the heat. Many were bored, in a hurry to get on with it and on to other things. Many, having been 
disarmed, were disconsolate and fearful. From the cluster of victorious officers, the senior general 
stepped forward, an aide at his side. The first of his defeated adversaries unbuckled his sword and 
handed it to his conqueror, who handed it to his aide. Then one by one, in turn, three other generals 
and an admiral gave up their swords in token of surrender. Thus, with time-worn symbolism, another 
battle receded into history, another vanquished army shuffled forward to captivity. 
The date was August 28, 1945, two weeks after the end of World War II. This was the 
Japanese surrender on Cebu Island, the cigar-shaped, verdant centerpiece of the Visayan Islands of 
the Central Philippines. With these formalities at the village of llihan, a cluster of houses near Cebu's 
northern tip, nearly 10,000 Japanese survivors of a fierce three-month battle began laying down their 
arms. To some observers of the gentlemanly proceedings, the time was out of joint. Like.other island 
battles of the Pacific war, the battle for Cebu had been savagely fought. In 96 days of combat, the 
Japanese lost more than 9,300 soldiers. The U.S. Army's America! Division -- formed three years 
earlier in New 'Caledonia from units of the Massachusetts, Illinois and North Dakota National Guards 
suffered 2,400 casualties: 458 dead and missing, 1,969 wounded. 
A U.S. soldier who faced capture during this campaign could expect no quarter. 
Fresh in my own memory that day at llihan was the sight of an American infantryman seized by 
the enemy during an unexpected firefight. When the Japanese withdrew after the skirmish, they left 
behind his body, decapitated and gored by bayonets. I could not reconcile the courtesies of llihan with 
such barbarity. 
The spectacular surrender on Cebu and the artful means by which it was arranged attracted 
little notice at the time. Indeed, the campaign to drive the Japanese from the Central Philippines was 
one of the better kept secrets of the war. After General MacArthur's finely orchestrated return to Leyte 
and the subsequent liberation of Manila and Luzon, the attention of the public was focused farther 
north, on 1wo Jima, Okinawa and the Islands of Japan itself. By August 28, the day of the commotion 
at llhan, Emperor Hirohito's capitulation was two 
weeks old; U.S. troops and ships were hustling 
north to occupy the enemy's home islands, and the 
surrender for which the world had waited in Tokyo 
Bay, aboard the battleship Missouri -- still lay 
ahead. 
But to those who witnessed it, the 
denouement at llihan was bizarre: To begin with, 
the surrender was I difficult to arrange because the 
Japanese on Cebu didn't know the war was over. 
They were isolated in a comer of the island; without 
working radios. When Hirohito called upon his 
troops to end the fighting, his message did not 
reach Cebu. The America! Division's commander, 
Maj. Gen. William H. Arnold, tried to get it through 
by air drop. On August 16, thousands of leaflets 
rained down on the Japanese sanctuaries. The 
message was both a news bulletin and an 
invitation to surrender. 
"Japanese forces throughout the world have surrendered by order of his August Majesty, the 
Emperor of Japan," it stated. "On 14 August 1945, it was officially proclaimed that Japanese, 
wherever they might be, would lay down their arms, having realized that peace was the only solution 
to a hopeless cause." 
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Surrender on CEBU By Robert C. McGiffert (Continued) 
"Now that your Emperor has come to an honorable agreement, we feel that you on Cebu 
=--, 
should come to us as we have always wanted you to. In 
the past some of you have taken advantage of our 
guarantees of fair and kind treatment. Now that 
hostilities have ceased, lay down your arms and come 
to us. You will be treated fairly according to the rules of 
the Hague and Geneva Conventions. There is one point 
where you can assemble and be collected: Sacsac. 
Come to the above point unarmed during daylight hours 
waving this leaflet." 
The Japanese, lacking aircraft, used a tree for 
their reply. On August 17, they nailed a message to it: 
"We do not believe your propaganda." Again General 
Arnold struck from the air. His new leaflets expressed 
hurt that his integrity was doubted. Then they invited the 
Japanese commander, Lt. Gen. Sadashi Kataoka, to 
send an emissary to U.S. headquarters to determine 
whether U.S. victory claims were true. Again Kataoka 
replied by tree. His message, nailed at the roadside 
where it would be found by American patrols, set a time 
and a place for a meeting. And so at noon on August 
20, a Japanese lieutenant named Hosaka and four 
enlisted men, followed by a band of about 40 curious 
Filipinos, clumped around a bend in the road near the 
village of Sacsac and advanced under a Rising Sun flag 
to meet a party of half a dozen Americans. 
With the help of a Nisei interpreter, Hosaka and U.S. Maj. Raymond Chesley exchanged 
greetings and agreed on details of Hosaka's imminent trip. Then the lieutenant bade his comrades 
goodbye and got into a jeep for a 30-mile ride to get the bad news. During his overnight stay at 
Division headquarters, Hosaka talked to interpreters and listened to broadcasts from Japan. He 
reported back to General Kataoka that the war was over. 
Kataoka sent another note to Arnold. "I received your kind message from First Lieutenant 
Hosaka," it said. "I have faith in your veracity and am positively convinced that Japan has 
surrendered. I wish to express my sincere thanks for the kind treatment accorded the Lieutenant." 
Over the next few days, the surrender at llihan was arranged. 
The formalities of surrender were scheduled for 10 a.m., but for hours before that, the road 
from the north was clogged with Japanese. In they marched to the assembly area, armed with rifles, 
mortars, grenades and machine guns. On command, they stacked their weapons, then spread out in 
ranks across the field. Many soldiers carried small white boxes containing ashes of friends. Despite 
the ordeal of isolation and siege, the Japanese troops were neatly dressed. So were the Japanese 
army nurses who marched in with them and 
Whose appearance sent a wave of surprise through the Americans at the scene. We had not known 
that women were among the enemy on Cebu. 
With all the enemy troops disarmed and in the field, facing America! detachments, General 
Kataoka led three other generals and an admiral to the knoll between the massed soldiers. There 
they stood in line while a dozen unit commanders and staff officers formed a double rank behind 
them. Then, from the road at the field's edge, General Arnold strode forward, followed by three files of 
unit commanders, staff officers and interpreters. On the knoll, he faced his former adversaries. Within 
moments, their swords were his. 
General Kataoka then went to a house at llihan and signed the surrender instrument that 
formally turned over 2,667 officers and men to American control. In the course of the next 3 days, an. 
additional 7,200 Japanese were disarmed at other assembly points in northern Cebu. These troops 
had not marched to llihan, though their commanders had been there. Those commanders had stood . 
on the knoll with General Kataoka and, like him, had unbuckled their sabers and turned them in. 
Thus did a genteel silence settle on the bloody battlefields of Cebu. 
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FROM BEGINNING ..... . 






We, by grace of heaven, Emperor of Japan, seated on 
the Throne of a line unbroken for ages eternal, enjoin upon 
ye, Our loyal and brave subjects: 
We hereby declare war on the United States of 
America and the British Empire. 
The men and officers of Our army and navy shall do their 
utmost in prosecuting the war, Our public servants of various 
departments shall perform faithfully and diligently their 
appointed tasks, and all other subjects of Ours shall pursue 
their respective duties; the entire nation with a united will 
shall mobilize their total strength so that nothing will miscarry 
in the attainment of our war aims. 
To insure the stability of East Asia and to contribute to 
world peace is the far-sighted policy which was formulated 
by Our Great Illustrious Imperial Grandsire and our Great 
Imperial Sire succeeding Him, and which We lay constantly 
to heart. To cultivate friendship among nation and to enjoy 
prosperity in common with all nations has always been the 
guiding principle of Our Empire's foreign policy. It has been 
truly unavoidable and far from Our wishes that Our Empire 
has now been brought to cross swords with America and 
Britain. More than four years have passed since China, 
failing to comprehend the true intentions of Our Empire, and 
recklessly courting trouble, disturbed the peace of East Asia 
and compelled Our Empire to take up arms. Although there 
has been re-established the National Government of China, with which Japan has effected neighbourly intercourse 
and cooperation, the regime which has survived at Chungking, relying upon American and British protection, still 
continues its fratricidal opposition. Eager for the realization of their inordinate ambition to dominate the Orient, both 
America and Britain, giving support to the Chungking regime in the name of peace, have aggravated the 
disturbances in East Asia. Moreover, these two Powers, inducing other countries to follow suit, increased military 
preparations on all sides of Our Empire to challenge us. They have obstructed by every means our peaceful 
commerce, and finally resorted to a direct severance of economic relations, menacing gravely the existence of Our 
Empire. Patiently have We waited and long have We endured, in the hope that Our Government might retrieve the 
situation in peace. But our adversaries, showing not the least spirit of conciliation, have unduly delayed a 
settlement; and in the meantime, they have intensified economic and military pressure to compel thereby Our 
Empire to submission. This trend of affairs would, if left unchecked, not only nullify Our Empire's efforts of many 
years for the sake of the stabilization of East Asia, but also endanger the very existence of Our nation. The 
situation being such as it is, Our Empire for its existence and self-defense has no other recourse but to appeal to 
arms and to crush every obstacle in its path. 
The hallowed spirits of Our Imperial Ancestors guarding Us from above, We rely upon the loyalty and courage 
of Our Subjects in Our confident expectation that the task bequeathed by Our Forefathers will be carried forward, 
and that the sources of evil will be speedily eradicated and an enduring peace immutably established in East Asia, 
preserving thereby the glory of Our Empire. 
The 8th day of the 12th month of the 16th year of Showa. [SIGNED] 
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...... TOE 
INSTRUMENT OF SURRENDER 
I WI e, acting by command of and in behalf of the Emperor of Japan, the Japanese 
Government and the Japanese Imperial General Headquarters, hereby accept the provisions set forth in 
the declaration issued by the heads of the Governments of the United States, China and Great Britain on 
26 July 1945, of Potsdam, and subsequently adhered to by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, which 
four powers are hereafter referred to as the Allied Powers. 
We hereby proclaim the unconditional surrender to the Allied Powers of the Japanese 
Imperial General Headquarters and of all Japanese armed forces and all armed forces under Japanese 
control wherever situated. 
We hereby command all Japanese forces wherever situated and the Japanese people to 
cease hostilities forthwith, to preserve and save from damage all ships, aircraft, and military and civil 
property and to comply with all requirements which may be imposed by the Supreme Commander for 
the Allied Powers or by agencies of the Japanese Government of his direction. 
We hereby command the Japanese Imperial General Headquarters to issue at once 
orders to the _C9mmandeJ~ of a/jjapan~se fqrce~~n_d all fg_rc~s unqer }ap~f]~se cof]_trol wherever situateg 
to surrender unconditionally themselves and all forces under their control. 
We hereby command all civil, military and naval officials to obey and enforce all 
proclamations, orders and directives deemed by the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers to be 
proper to effectuate this surrender and issued by him or under his authority and we direct all such 
officials to remain at their posts and to continue to perform their non-combatant duties unless 
specifically relieved by him or under his authority. 
We hereby undertake for the Emperor, the Japanese Government and their successors 
to carry out the provisions of the Potsdam Declaration in good faith, and to issue whatever orders and 
take whatever action may be required by the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers or by any 
other designated representative of the Allied Powers for the purpose of giving effect to that Declaration. 
We hereby command the Japanese Imperial Government.and the Japanese Imperial 
General Headquarters at once to liberate all allied prisoners of war and civilian internees now under 
Japanese control and to provide for their protection, care, maintenance and immediate transportation to 
places as directed. 
The authority of the Emperor and the Japanese Government to rule the state shall be 
subject to the Supreme Commander for the Allied Powers who will take such steps as he deems proper 
to effectuate these terms of surrender. [SIGNED] 
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PFC Walter R. Winkler, Co G: 
A Patient Man byhissonltCol(ret)MikeWinkler 
I always considered my dad a patient man. As the father of eight 
children raising us in a house with only one bathroom, he had to be patient. As 
kids, we all knew the story of Dad having to wait for his "bride to be" to return 
from her call back to active duty for the Korean War. Both of our parents had 
served during World War II . After the war, Mom went to Valley City State 
College, Valley City, ND while Dad returned to Oriska, ND to take over the 
Winkler family homestead. It turned out that Dad's older sister, Elsie, also 
attended Valley City State College and decided to introduce her navy veteran 
friend to her younger army veteran brother. Needless to say, they dated , got 
engaged, and started planning their wedding. However, Mom was called back 
to active duty for the Korean War and Dad waited patiently for her return . 
There is one story of his patience that few know about; in fact it 
surprised Mom when I told her that it was going to be the center focus of this 
story. We have all heard of soldiers waiting years for their medals that they 
earned during W.W. II. My father was one of those patient soldiers. Always 
interested in the military, as a small boy I asked Dad if I could go through his 
two military footlockers. There were and still are a number of items in those 
two footlockers (I am the entrusted keeper), but there is one item that I have 
never forgotten about. That is Dad's Bronze Star awarded "for exemplary conduct in ground combat against 
the armed enemy durin~ the Guadalcanal campaign, in the Pacific Theater of Operations, while assigned as 
Private First Class, 164t Infantry Regiment". What caught my eye was that the Bronze Star was awarded the 
31 st of August, 1959, over sixteen years after it was earned. Naturally my question to Dad was "why did it take 
so long for you to get your award?" and that is where the story begins. 
Dad , like many from North Dakota, joined the 1641h Infantry Regiment. A small ~ocket notebook he 
kept shows that he joined January 13, 1941 and reported for active service February 10 h of the same year. 
Dad arrived at Camp Claiborne, Louisiana for his initial training. His notes show that after training they arrived 
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r".r. Palter R. Winkler 
at Fort Ord, CA March 10, 1942 and left pier 42, San 
Francisco, CA March 19th_ Based upon his personal notes, 
it appears that they arrived in Melbourne, Australia April 5th 
and New Caledonia on April 2ih. Dad's notes show the 
next stop as Guadalcanal, Solomon Islands. They arrived 
on or about October 13, 1942 and Dad was in this area for 
four months and seven days. 
l. By direct10D of the President , 1IDder the provisions of 
Executive Order 9419, 4 FebTU11ry 1944, you are awarded the Bronze 
Star Medal for the meritorious service shown below : 
My father didn't share much about the campaign in 
the Pacific. I do recall one story though ; at one point after 
landing on a beach their foxholes were so close to the water 
that they filled up when the tide came in. It is here that Dad 
was among some of the soldiers of the 1641h that earned the 
Bronze Star. Awards don't always happen on the spot 
For exemplary conduct in ground corribat. against tho armed though. In fact, the Bronze Star was not even an authorized 
eneicy-, during the Gaadal.canal Campaign, in the Pacific Theat r award until February 4, 1944 under Executive Order 941 9. 
~~~~t~~~~e assigned as Private First Class, 164th Once authorized' Bronze Star awards could be issued for 
2 . Authority for this award is es follows : exemplary COndUCt in ground COmbat against an armed 
Par 11, AR 672-5-1 enemy after 6 December 1941. That is, awards could be 
General Orders 79, Headquarters 164th Infantry Regiirent issued for service prior to February 4, 1944 but not before 
dated 12 lay 1944, as an:emed by General Orders 1, Headqua:-ters December 7 1941 
164th Infantry Regi.Ir.ent, dated 10 February 191~5. which awarded ' · 
the Co1abat Infantrvir.an Bad e. General Orders 79 from Hqs, 154th Infantry Reg 't, 
was issued 12 May 1944, awarding the Bronze Star to 
soldiers in the 1641h Infantry Regiment for their meritorious achievement in ground operations against the 
enemy at Guadalcanal. However, Dad had been evacuated out of the Pacific Theater fifteen months earlier 
due to malaria and never received the award. My father's notes show that he became ill February 16, 1943 
and was sent back to the United States. Dad was treated first in New Zealand, then Letterman General 
Hospital in San Francisco, before arriving at Schick General Hospital in Clinton, Iowa on May ih. 
After being discharged from the hospital on August 31, 1943, he was assigned to the 3041h Inf Reg't, 
75th Inf Division. After training at Camp McCoy, WI, Fort Meade, ME, and Camp Shanks, NY; they departed 
for England on May 12, 1944. Dad's notes show that he arrived in France on June 22nd, just 16 days after D 
Day. It appears from his small notebook that he was initially assigned to a replacement depot before being 
assigned to the 331st Inf Reg't (Doughboys from Ohio), 83rd Inf Division (Thunderbolt). Just as the 1641h fought 
valiantly in the Pacific theater, the 331 st fought valiantly in the European theater. 
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A Patient Man: Walter Winkler (cont) 
I do remember Dad saying that his job was serving 
as a part of a two person team firing 60 mm mortars. The 331 st 
fought in five campaigns, Normandy, Northern France, 
Ardennes, Rhineland, and Central Europe. Of these campaigns, 
the one that Dad did speak of was the Battle of the Bulge. The 
Nazis had made a major counter attack in the Ardennes forest in Belgium. 
He shared that was among the most difficult fighting he experienced and 
that he was never so cold in his life. 
Dad's copy of the 331st book entitled See It Through gives us this 
insight to what they experienced during the Battle of the Bulge. The 331st 
was pulled from defensive positions in late December 1944 and on 
December 26th moved south into Belgium. On January 9, 1945 the 331 st 
attacked the Nazis, fighting for ten days and nights. Fires could not be 
built and foxholes were extremely difficult to dig in the frozen ground. To stay warm, soldiers kept moving all 
night. Shoes could not be taken off in fear that they would be frozen stiff at night. To thaw medical supplies 
such as plasma, medics placed them under their armpits and under the hoods of jeeps. During this ten day 
period two soldiers died of exposure. However, the soldiers of the 331 st kept fighting and through their efforts 
were able to help stop the Nazis momentum and turn back the Nazis counter offensive. 
Dad was with the 331st as they drove all the way into Germany, helping to free 
POWs and prisoners of concentration camps, before meeting up with the Russians 
coming from the east. Dad did share that one of the most difficult things he 
experienced was helping with the release of prisoners. The soldiers had to be careful 
not to share their food with these prisoners in fear that it could make them severely 
sick. As with all of these experiences, Dad shared them only when we asked 
questions. 
Dad never really explained how the Bronze Star caught up with him in 1959. He simply said that it was 
delayed due to his reassignment from the Pacific Theater to the European Theater. In preparing this story, I 
realized the need to frame his Bronze Star (something Dad never did) and to give it an appropriate place in our 
family den. Like so many things that Dad waited patiently for, it is time for his award to be displayed properly 
and I have realized it is my privilege to do so. Good things come to those who are patient. 
Author's note: Walter's wife, Josephine Zachmeier Winkler, served in the Navy 
during both WW II and the Korean War Story Below). Walter's children who 
have served in the military include Mike Winkler, a retired Lieutenant Colonel 
from the United States Army; Walter Joseph Winkler, served on active duty with 
the Navy and is currently a Commander in the Navy Reserve; Patrick Winkler, 
currently serving on active duty as a First Sergeant of an Army Aviation Unit; 
and Joni Winkler, served as a nurse in the Army Reserve. 
Jo Winkler: A Woman Ahead of Her Time 
From Bethany Living Center "Living Legacy Stories" 
Josephine (Jo) Winkler has always been a woman who made her own way through the 
world. She grew up in Mandan, ND and worked at a land development office after 
graduating from high school. She took and passed the civil service test and landed herself 
a great paying job. Unfortunately, war efforts forced her to work for much lower wages at 
the local creamery and produce company to prepare food for civilians and the military. The 
creamery wouldn't release her to take a civilian Navy job in Washington, D.C. 
At that point Jo decided if you can't beat 'em - join 'em. She enlisted in the Navy in 
1943. After boot camp at Hunter College in New York, she was assigned to the Georgia 
College for Women for the study of storekeeping. She was then sent to a position in the 
ammunition depot in Indiana. At the end of WWII, Jo was assigned to the Navy Training Station at Great 
Lakes, Ill to help discharge troops. Jo spent 4-1/2 years in the Navy and left with the rank of chief petty officer. 
Jo returned to ND and worked at the Bank of North Dakota, then started college in Valley City. She 
taught school for one year, then returned to college where she met Walt, who would later become her 
husband. As a Navy Reservist, she was called to serve in the Korean War in 1950. At the end of her duty, she . 
returned to Mandan to marry Walt, who farmed in · ND. Jo remained in touch with the military through Walt's 
164th Infantry meetings and activities. She and Walt were married for 34 years and raised eight children. 
Years later, Jo discovered that some of her children had no idea of her Navy rate. Her oldest son called home 
from officer's training complaining about the opinionated chiefs he had to survive. Jo shocked and amazed him 
saying he really should be used to it since he had been raised by one."That tickled me more than any of my 
own navy experiences. We all had a good laugh about that with his buddies at his graduation," laughs Jo. 
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Jack Geiger, Co A KIA 
By his brother Master Chief (ret) Adam Geiger 
Jakie was eight and a half years older than I am, so there 
really isn't much that I can remember. I do know that his teen 
years were spent in the CCC and working on the Wrangum 
farm east of Bismarck. Faye Wrangum was a good friend of 
his who later ended up in Vegas as a fireman. Two of my 
sisters (both gone now) always said Jakie was their 
protector. I believe he was a boxer in his unit - don't know 
how he did but he was always able to take care of himself. 
His letters from Camp Clairborne were just that everything 
~~=:;;::;;;;;;:::~
1
-..::w~:i;;.th~___:_:h:..:im_'.__' was fine. They had no weapons at first to train with 
- they used sticks. He said that the 
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blacks in town could not walk on the 
sidewalk - had to walk in the street. 
His letters from Caledonia were, I'm fine - send me 
some cigarettes and lighter fluid and flints! He sent me a 
wallet with the Army insignia on it with "Camp Clairborne" on 
it. I still have it. The picture will be in the mail tomorrow. As I 
said, Thanks to my brother and the untold others, I was able 
to fortunately have a lucky and fullfilling career in the Navy. 
Jakie made me promise not to join the Army or he would 
come home from wherever he was and kick my ass. He was 
bigger than I was!! Anyway, I did dedicate my career to 
him. I retired as Master Chief Operations Specialist in 1970. 
My great nephew, Steve Urlacher, followed Jakie's 
footsteps and serves in the ND National Guard in Bismarck. 
His sister, Teresa, is named after my mother and works at 
the Guard headquarters in Bismarck. 
I met my wife in Honolulu. Have three sons. The 
oldest one lives here in Phoenix with his girl friend - who by 
the way is a painter and sculpturist, specializing in collectible 
horses. Our other two sons are doctors. The youngest one 
spent a tour in Afghanistan and one in Iraq with the 3 - 6 
Marines. Needless to say, we are extremely proud of our 
sons. Must have done something right. ... My wife is an RN so 
you might say she "brainwashed" the two youngest. The 
oldest son is named after Jakie and freelances in 
construction and remodelling. He is a perfectionist. My wife 
still works part-time. I went back to school and then worked 
for a bank in Ca. for 20 years. Now, I'm a "freeloader" .. 
Thank you for thinking of my brother and his sacrifice. 
Hope you can use the photos to help tell the story. Take care 
- be safe .... Adam Geiger atomgregg@yahoo.com 
7256 W Missouri Ave, Glendale AZ 
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Remembering Jack Geiger, Co A KIA 
,: f 
.. ··• tne- !'lr: mar 1e ctn: ion. :t prc-
PFC. WEIGEL . I sumed that similar citati?n~ wm go I 
.Presidential unit citations po:,thu- to 11 men who ~erved wiLn~he 164th 
,,· durin_g the action described. 
mously aw Hrded to th-lr son.s have I The citation follows: . 
• been received by the parents of two ''The officers and enlisted men of 
Bismar~k men killed 1n action on Lhe First marine division, reinforced, 
Guadalcam l two years ago wit11 on Aug. 7-9, 1942, demons•ralcd out- ' 
North Dakota's 1()4th infantry. standing gallantry and determina-
The men were Pfc. John Weigel, tion in successfully executing the 
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Weigel, forced landing assaults against . a 
1
322 Thirteenth St., and Sgt. Jack E. number of strongly defended Jap-
Geii.;er, ~0:1 of Mrs. George Geiger, anese positions on Tulagi, Gavutu, j 
206 ~ourteenth Gt. Tanambogo, Florida, and Guadal-
1 Both wer1 ' members of Company A canal, British Solomon islands, com-
of Bisma:·ck. Weigel was killed p1etely routing all the enemy forces I 
Nov. 22 and Geiger Nov. 21, when and seizing a most Yaluable base and 
their regiment went to the aid of 1 airfield within the enem} zone of marm s in the t en nerce batt - ...(or operation5: 1r 1b.e south Paci: " 
control of Lhe :;trategic Solomon ocean_ Prom the above period un-i island. til 9 December, 1942, this rclnforced 
With the citations were riobon divisiou not only held their import-
; bars with stars for each of the men, I ant strategic positions despile dete.r-
received from the · commandant of mined and repeated Japanese naval, 
the Uni t~d Stai.es marine corps. air and land attacks, bµt by a series 1 
The citation was given by the I of offensive operations against the 
·~sidcnt , t,he First marine div!- trong enf'my resistance drove the I 
whir.h the 164th infantry (as a I Japanese from the proximity ot th 
r the America! divisio111 was nirfleld and inflicted greot losses 
1ng at t.tie timr of p.irt of I them by land and al L L ck.s. 
1 described in the citation. i:ourage and determination d' 
164.th sho.red equa,lly in I in these operations were 
'th marine regiments of spmng order." 
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T 
rz 
v th honor to in!'onn ou that th 
n rd d, po th ously, to you 
i er, Infantry, 
e crifice in def n e of hi country. 
Watching draftees arrive: a 
lot of North Dakota draftees 
were assigned to the 164th 
in the summer of 1942. 
Y 8, 1943, 
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Richard Maddox Combs, Co H 
Died 28 February 1944, Bougainville, . age 22 years 
The Comb's Family has an interesting military history. 
Richard' father, William H. C9mbs, served as a Captain 
in the Army in WWI. In 1930, he co-founded Beldon & 
Combs, a New York Stock Exchange Corporation. The 
senior Combs rejoined the Army in 1943, serving with 
Merrill's Marauders, and was killed in action in Burma 
just 4 months after his son Richard, Co H, was killed on 
Bougainville. 
Excerpt of a posting by a West Point classmate on the Arlington Cemetery website: 
.... So, although Dick was born into a financial world, his father's service in World War I helped 
influence him toward West Point. He had attended Priory School in Rhode Island, where he won two 
letters in football and was active in five other sports including boxing. 
Cadet life came naturally to Dick. He had that mixture of toughness and compassion that 
marks the successful military leader, and his warm manner and infectious smile won him many 
friends. He played polo, boxed, and won monograms in intermural soccer and football, served as an 
acolyte in Catholic chapel, and was on the Military Ball Committee. He made the progression of rank 
from acting corporal to corporal, to regimental sergeant major, striding proudly beside the national 
colors at parade. Standing academically in the respectable middle of the class, he chose the Infantry, 
a difficult branch where his natural leadership talents would soon be sorely tested under fire, for he 
was in combat long before the remaining members of our class. 
In 1941, Dick met Kitty Smith at a New England camp where both served as counselors. Dick 
taught riding to the campers. They were married at West Point, 20 January 1943. 
A son, Richard Maddox Combs, Jr., was born to Kitty and Dick the day before he sailed from 
California for combat in the Pacific. On 8 Dec 1943, Dick joined the American Division in the Fiji 
Islands after the division came back from Guadalcanal, progressing from platoon leader to special 
troops to commander of "H" Company, 164th Infantry Regiment, on Bougainville. In less than a month 
after joining the regiment, on 28 February 1944, Dick was killed in action. At time of his death, his 
father and mother survived him, along with wife Kitty and son, Mac; two brothers, Jack and Bill, at 
West Point, by one other brother in the Marine Corps, and by two sisters. The three brothers, Dick, 
Jack, and Bill, were the first three brothers to attend West Point at the same time. 
He was awarded the Silver Star for gallantry in action, the Bronze Star Medal, Purple Heart, 
and Combat Infantryman Badge. 
But it is not the cold words of these citations that tell us best the qualities of Dick's battlefield 
leadership. That comes from an amazing letter written to Richard Jr., by the men of Dick's command. 
Why this unusual letter? 
Let the letter speak: "You never did have a chance to see your father. He told us he sailed the 
day after you were born. We only knew him for a few short weeks. He had just joined our regiment. 
The point is that we had the opportunity of being with him for that brief period - a privilege that has 
been denied you. 
"He was proud of you, Richard. He lived for the day when he might have returned home and 
clasped you and your mother to his heart. He lived for the moment when the world might be free and 
he could go home. He died for that moment too ... He died as many true American heroes have - in 
the jungle, hunting down a most vicious enemy. He was killed leading his men on patrol. 
"Your father didn't have to go on that patrol. He was company commander of a heavy 
weapons company, and his job was the supervision of mortars and machine guns. But he wanted to 
go because he wanted to learn all there was to know about jungle warfare. 
"It was his first patrol and he was determined it would be a success. Hunting down the Jap in the 
jungle is no easy task, Dick. It requires skill and courage. It's hot, rainy, and frightening in the bush -
sometimes a fellow wonders why any human being must fight under such conditions. But no one ever 
shirks his duty. Your father didn't." 
And so, leading a five-man patrol under the barbed wire against an enemy stronghold, Dick 
Combs was killed at the head of his men - a gallant son of West Point who was never to know his 
own son. 
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The Combs Story {continued) 
Excerpt (cont) : In May '42, Dick's 
father had left his civilian firm 
and re-entered the Army. 
Serving first with the new 8th 
Armored Division, he soon was sent to the Pacific 
Theatre, preceding his son. Lt Col Combs was combat 
liaison officer with a Chinese regiment when he learned 
of Dick's death. Within 24 hours, he wrote General 
Hayden Boatner requesting combat duty. From then 
until June, he earned a reputation for being the most 
courageous and forceful leader in his command. 
On 14 June 1944, less than 4 months after Dick's 
death and after being under fire for 21 consecutive 
days, Col. Combs demonstrated his last act of heroism. 
Gen. Boatner was assembling a force to relieve the 
position where Col. Combs and his men were, when the 
enemy opened fire. Col. Combs advanced against the 
attackers almost single-handedly and was hit twice. 
Troops managed to recover him, but he later died from 
his wounds. He was awarded two Distinguished Service 
Crosses. His bravery was an inspiration to all who 
served in the area. Like father, like son. 
In March 1949, at a service led by a priest who 
had known both at West Point, father and son were re-
buried together at Arlington National Cemetery. Even 
Pres. Roosevelt, who wrote a touching tribute to Dick's 
mother in July 1944, noted the loss to family and nation. 
THE SON: 
The President of the United States of America, 
authorized by Act of Congress, July 9, 1918, 
takes pride in presenting the Silver Star 
(Posthumously) to First Lieutenant (Infantry) 
Richard M. Combs (ASN: 0-25727), United 
States Army, for conspicuous gallantry and 
intrepidity in action against the enemy while 
serving with Company H, 164th Infantry 
Regiment, America! Division, in action at 
Bougainville, Solomon Islands, on 28 February 1944. 
While leading a combat patrol in an attack at 
Bougainville, Lieutenant Combs encountered bitter 
enemy resistance from heavily-fortified positions 
protected by barbed wire. After adjusting artillery fire on 
the stronghold, he led his patrol forward again until 
hostile fire pinned him to the ground and wounded four 
of his men. Lieutenant Combs then courageously 
crawled forward alone to within a few yards of the 
enemy, killing one Japanese and hurling hand grenades 
into a machine-gun nest before he was fatally wounded. 
First Lieutenant Combs' gallant actions and selfless 
devotion to duty, without regard for his own safety, were 
in keeping with the highest traditions of military service 
and reflect great credit upon himself, his unit, and the 
United States Army.) 
General Orders: Headquarters, U.S. Army Forces in the 
South Pacific Area, General Orders No. 677 (May 3, 1944) 
LIEUTENANT COLO EL COMBS 
DIES IN BURMA OF WOUNDS 
Liaison Officer with Merrill's Marauders 
Was Stock Broker 
NEW YORK, June 24, 1944 Lieutenant Colonel 
William H. Combs, a member of the New York 
Stock Exchange since 1929, died June 15 in 
Burma of wounds suffered in action, according 
to word received from the War Department last 
night by his wife, Mrs. Anthonette M. Combs of 
45 Oxford Road, New Rochelle, NY. He was 
senior liaison officer with Merrill's Marauders 
and according to a June 1 dispatch from Burma 
in the New York Times, led patrols in the 
capture of Myitkyina airport. 
Colonel Combs served as a Captain in the 
Army in World War I and entered this war in 
May 1942, as a Major, attached to the Sixth 
Armored Division at Camp Chaffee, Ark. He 
received his Lieutenant Colonelcy when he 
joined the 8th Armored Division as Executive 
Officer at Camp Polk, La. He had been in the 
China Burma, India Theatres since December. 
He was the senior member of the brokerage 
firm W. Combs & Co, until he joined the Army. 
A son, Lieutenant Richard M. Combs, 22 
years old, a graduate of West Point Class of 
January 1943, was killed in action in Bou-
gainville last February and was posthumously 
awarded the Silver Star for gallantry. 
Three other sons are in the armed services. 
They are Lieutenant John W., West Point Class 
of June 1944, now in the Air Force; Cadet 
William H. Jr., member of the First lass at 
West Point, and Air Cadet Robert T. United 
States Army. Another on, Jerome A., is 
attending Iona Prep. School. Besides the 
widow, a daughter, Carol, also survives. 
THE FATHER: 
The President of the United States 
takes pride in presenting a Bronze 
Oak Leaf Cluster in lieu of a 2nd 
Award of the Distinguished Service 
Cross (Posthumously) to William 
Harry Combs (0-110977), 
Lieutenant Colonel (Infantry), U.S. 
Army, for extraordinary heroism in 
connection with military operations against an 
armed enemy in action against enemy forces 
on 14 June 1944 [for] outstanding leadership, 
personal bravery and zealous devotion to dut · 
at the cost of his life .... 
References h ttp://mi I itaryti mes.com/citations-medals-awards/ earch .php; http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/whcombs.htm; http://www.arlingtoncemetery.net/rmcombs.htm 
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Abraham Greenfield, Reg't Hqs 
By his son, Rob Greenfield 
Born on the Upper East Side of New York City, Abraham Greenfield was 
inducted in the U.S. Army on March 1, 1943. Basic training took him to Camp 
Shelby, Mississippi, and an assignment with the 55th Infantry Regiment, whose 
main fighting force was engaged in the European Theater of Operations. Upon 
completing basic, Abe received training in communications and was rated as a 
Technician Grade 4. The orders that followed were staging for deployment to 
Europe. Just prior to shipping out, those orders were changed and Abe was 
soon on a troop transport train bound for the West coast; the destination, San 
Francisco. After a brief stay there, Abe shipped out to the South Pacific where 
he joined the Headquarters Company of the 154th just prior to the Battle of 
Leyte. From there, he stayed with the 164m through the subsequent battles on 
Bohol, Negros Oriental, and Cebu. 
After the Japanese had been rendered an ineffective 
fighting force on Cebu, the 164th was engaged in the 
preparations for the invasion of the Japanese Islands. With 
the unleashing of the atomic bombs and subsequent 
Unconditional Surrender of Japan, plans for an invasion were 
quickly changed to road mapping the road to Occupation. 
With that came the intended decommissioning of the 154th 
and Abe's transfer to the First Cavalry Division and the City of 
Yokohama, Japan. In early 1946, he had accumulated 
enough service points and was rotated back to the United 
States, where he was discharged from the Army on March 3, 
1946 at Fort Dix, NJ. 
When discussing his days with the Army and his 
wartime experiences in his later life, Abe would speak only of 
his days in basic training at Camp Shelby; the oppressive 
heat of Mississippi, and the occasional times when he and his 
buddies would go to nearby Hattiesburg on leave. 
Memories of the Battles for Leyte, Bohol, Negros ....:r~-, 
Oriental and Cebu were· recounted by Abe only so far as to 
express in the most general of terms, the enormity and 
difficulty of the task of rooting out and mopping up the 
Japanese fighting forces that they engaged in combat; 
surviving the tropical heat and the periods of heavy rain. Only 
36 
once was there the mention of a soldier who was right 
behind him that was badly wounded while 
advancing up a mountain during combat 
and quickly moved back down hill. 
I 
Abraham was married to Ruth Halborn on November 19, 
1947. Together, they raised a family and lived a comfortable life. 
Abe passed awal on February 20, 2004, just weeks after 
celebrating his 84t birthday. 
As a veteran, he always spoke with pride and admiration 
for his fellow soldiers of the 154th Infantry Regiment and with 
great compassion for those who paid the ultimate sacrifice to 
protect the ideals and freedoms we cherish as a Nation. 
I realize that what I sent to you in terms of my father's 
story is short of narrative and detail. It is only a reflection 
of his very limited re-telling of those days. Perhaps his story can 
be embellished by speaking a bit about my late mother and her 
civilian efforts during the War .... 
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Abraham Greenfield, Reg't Hqs 
Profile of Mrs. Ruth Greenfield, Abraham's Wife 
My mother, Ruth, immigrated to the United States at the age of 16 in 1940 with 
her mother and her brother from Bulgaria, where they were living at the time as 
Polish citizens, who surely would have been deported back there and perished 
had they not been able to secure travel documents and passage arrangements. 
They had a difficult and dangerous journey across Russia by rail to an eastern 
port city of the Country where they boarded a ship bound for San Francisco. 
From there they took a train to New York City and were reunited with relatives 
that had been long and well established here. 
When they arrived, they spoke no English. Having lived in several 
countries while in Europe, my mother was fluent in 5 languages; Polish, 
Russian, Bulgarian, Turkish and French. No sooner had she settled in, she 
obtained a job and went to night school to learn English. 
Within a few years she obtained a job with the Office of War Information as an interpreter 
along with other duties. As she had a pleasant speaking voice, she was assigned to the Motion 
Picture Division and did some voice over dubbing in her native tongues on some of the productions 
that were made for viewing by recent European arrivals to this country who had yet to learn English. 
One of the projects she was 
The WHY WE FIGHT Series involved with was Frank Capra's 
of 7 films was commissioned "Why We Fight" series. In addition 
by the US government to to this work, she became one of the 
demonstrate to American early staff members to work with 
soldiers the reason for US the Voice of America, which 
involvement in the war. Later originated in 1942 and operated 
shown to the US public for the under the auspices of the Office of 
same reason. War Information. She wrote scripts 
Prelude to War (1942) for broadcast and was occasionally 
The Nazis Strike (1943) on air as well as doing broadcasts 
Divide and Conquer (1943) in Bulgarian. Besides doing this 
The Battle of Britain (1943) work, she was also a civil defense 
The Battle of Russia (1943) volunteer in her neighborhood in 
The Battle of China (1944) the Bronx section of New York City. 
War Comes to America (1945) She spoke of there being blackout 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ periods when all lights were to be 
turned off and she patrolled her 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ assigned area armed only with a i...:....:.:....=..:..a.:-=..:..:.a.==-=:..a-.a..:..=:........:..:..a.=..:..:..;~.;::;..;...:.___, 
VAOMICEEROICFA flashlight and a strong feeling of I After the war t 
patriotism for her new home: the 
Still Exists! United States of America. 
It broadcasts in 44 languages In somewhat of a humorous 
with the goal of promoting a twist, my father and mother lived in ~~ .. 
positive view of the US. the same Bronx apartment building 
~~~~~~~~~~~~ before they were married. My father 
never paid too much attention to her as he recalled her as being a 
skinny teenage girl who spoke very little English prior to his enlistment _,,_ 
in the Army. When he returned home from the War, she was no 
longer the skinny girl who knew very little English, but was quite 
comely and equally as conversant in English; to the extent that 
he was so intimidated to ask her if she would go out on a date 
with him that he sent one of sisters to do the asking for him. The 
rest, as they say, is history, as they married in October, 194 7. 
Rob Greenfield (LM)*, 41 Upper Mountain Ave, Montville, NJ 
07045 Email: mr23453@aol.com. 
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Orville Holtan, Anti-Tank & Band 
By Kathy Holtan Wilner & Lt Col Tim Holtan 
The story of Orville Holtan's military service begins in 1941. He was drafted 
into the Army because of the war in Europe. His date of entry into active service 
was May 6, 1941 and the place of entry was Fort Snelling, MN. He went to Camp 
Claiborne, LA, for basic training. Soon after his arrival he was named company 
bugler. Orville started playing his cornet as a 5th grader and played all of his life. 
He received the rating of Private First Class in July. He wrote of the heat in 
Louisiana in the summer, everything was sticky and there were many mosquitoes. 
He was still at Camp Claiborne when the Japanese Navy, as directed by 
Emperor Hirohito, launched a surprise attack against Pearl Harbor on December 7, 
1941. As he and his fellow Soldiers expected, they left for California the very next 
day. They remained in San Francisco for a few days and on Dec 27, instead of 
boarding ships, they headed north to Ellensburg, WA, where they guarded railroad 
bridges, dams and other installations. Orville was assigned to the anti tank 
company and spent time clerking for some of the officers. He mentioned in a letter 
that he had access to a typewriter and as a result, some of his letters home were typewritten. 
In March of 1942 the call came for duty in the south Pacific. The 154th traveled to Fort Ord, CA 
before shipping out to Melbourne, Australia. During this transition time, 
they rarely knew where they were headed and just went where they 
were told. It took them 21 days at sea to reach Australia. They stayed 
there for a few days before their equipment was loaded onto three small 
Dutch ships bound for New Caledonia, a French Island in the South 
Pacific. Duties there included training and guarding the beaches. It 
was there that the Regiment became a part of a brand new Division. 
Since it was formed with American Forces on New Caledonia, it was 
called the America! Division, the Army's only non-numbered division. 
In July of 1942, Orville was still serving with the tank destroyer 
company and filling the roll of bugler when the 154th Regimental 
Bandmaster heard him play. Orville remembered being told to come 
with the Bandmaster right then, where he was immediately transferred to 
the band. 
The Band, under the leadership of Chief Warrant Officer Gerald 
E. Wright, was busy with their usual routine duties of furnishing . . .. 
entertainment for personnel within the Regiment and for nearby hospital !New Caledonia & Fi11 Money I 
personnel and pa~ients. On the 5th and 5th of October they received several lectures concerning 
battle dressings and first aid. It came as quite a surprise on the yih of October when orders arrived. 
All personnel were ordered to their company areas to pack and get ready to leave. Thirty-six hours 
later they were aboard ship and ready for their final inspection by the Commander, South Pacific 
Area, Vice Admiral Ghormley. 
Orville's regiment sailed from New 
Caledonia to the island of Guadalcanal in 
the Solomon Islands. According to 
accounts by Lt. Col. Samuel Baglien they 
left Noumea Harbor and were at sea 
October 10 to October 12, 1942. He wrote 
that the weather was clear and the sea 
calm. He went on to mention that the men 
showed no signs of nervousness and 
welcomed the opportunity to get into 
. . rd . combat. Rear Admiral Turner, Commander 
Undated Photo. Orville 1s back row, 3 from Right. of the Amphibious Force, got quite a kick 
out of the trip, stating; "Imagine taking a bunch of the Army up to reinforce the Marines." To this 
group the trip was an honor as it meant that they would be the first Army Infantry troops in battle since 
the fall of Bataan. Orville would later recount that they were the first Army unit to go into offensive 
action in World War II. 
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Orville Holtan, Anti-Tank. & Band (cont) 
One humorous moment Orville recalled while enroute to Guadalcanal included a visit from an 
Admiral he thought to be "Bull" Halsey. When walking by the band, he asked what unit they were. 
When told they were the band, they were asked if they brought their instruments. When the Admiral 
heard that they had not, he responded, "Good, you won't be needing them." 
On October 12, the Bandsmen were divided up and assigned to one of 
the four Battalion Aid Stations where they would do special duty as Litter 
Bearers and First Aid Men. Orville was assigned to the Second Battalion 
Aid Station. The next day at dawn found this group landing on Guadalcanal 
at Kukum and Lunga Beaches. Orville remembered the heat, mosquitoes 
and the dense jungle. It was hot, dirty, noisy work. As the first 
reinforcements to the 1st Marine Division, they brought much needed food 
and supplies to the nearly starved Marines. There were stories of eating 
shoe leather and anything else imaginable, so the Army was a sight for sore 
eyes. Orville remembered one Marine gobbling down an entire can of peaches but soon lost them all 
due to his compromised system. 
Orville mentioned that the Japanese had control of the seas surrounding Guadalcanal at that 
time. At noon of that first day the Japanese bombers passed over the area and bombed them for a 
half hour. That same night the Japanese Navy shelled them. The Bandsmen soon reported to their 
respective Battalions where they were further assigned to line companies and their platoons as Litter 
Bearers and First Aid Men. Later that same day the Japanese opened up on them with artillery; the 
Marines of the 1st Division told them that it was the first time that the Japanese had opened up with 
the heavy stuff. As the Soldiers moved inland toward Henderson Field, trying to get to their assigned 
stations, it was important to find shelter wherever they could during the intermittent attacks. 
Eventually they found themselves in direct combat action, as they defended Henderson Field. This 
was the second major battle for the airfield and lasted from October 25th through the 2ih, 1942. 
Above: 
Orville & Beverly's 
wedding, 9 Sep 45 
At Right: Holtan 
Family circa 1999: 
Tim & Bruce, 
Barb Heist, 
Beverly & Orville, 
Kathy Wilner. 
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The work of the Litter Bearers was treacherous at best. 
Many of these· men distinguished themselves by carrying the 
wounded while under heavy Japanese fire. Someone stated that it 
was a bloody, sweaty, Hell on Earth. Orville called himself a medic 
during his service on Guadalcanal. While out on patrol Orville 
found himself all alone one night. They had all bedded down in tall 
grass and the rest of his group moved out without him. He woke up 
to find himself all alone. He was pretty scared but kept himself out 
of the sight of the Japanese and made his way back to his unit. 
He talked of patching people up and sometimes there was 
nothing he could do. It was very difficult at times. As the Japanese 
dead piled up, the gruesome task of burying began. Souvenir 
hunters were becoming a nuisance so orders were issued to control 
this situation. · Almost every 
Soldier and Marine on the 
island had a souvenir of 
some sort. Orville came 
home with two Japanese 
flags that had fallen from the 
helmet of a dead Japanese 
soldier. The flags bore the 
soldier's name, hometown, 
well-wishes from friends and 
family, and a record of his 
war campaigns. Lt. Col. Tim 
Holtan, son of Orville, has 
attempted to return the flags 
to family members. He has 
not been successful yet but 
intends to try again. (See 
story page 41 ) 
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Orville Holt.an, Anti-Tank & Band (continued) 
In November of 1941 , Orville recalled watching the Naval Battle of Guadalcanal. It provided 
spectacular night images in the bay. The Naval victory interrupted support to the Japanese ground 
forces, which solidified the American hold on Henderson Field. At that point, the Japanese decided 
that Guadalcanal was no longer worth fighting for. The 154th received the Navy Presidential Unit 
Citation for their valorous action on Guadalcanal in the defense of Henderson Field. 
On January 4, 1943, the Band was finally reunited with their instruments. They began 
rehearsing again under the direction of Lt. Ray Ellerman. On January 15, 1943, the Band delivered 
it's one and only concert in Guadalcanal. 
In January Orville contracted yellow fever and malaria 
(for the second time) and was evacuated January 22nd, by air, 
to New Hebrides for a couple weeks and then by hospital ship 
to Fiji for hospitalization for about 6 weeks. During the time of 
- his hospitalization the 154th came to Fiji and he rejoined the 
band in March or April of 1943. In January of 1944 the band 
became the 294 th Army Band and was attached to 2nd Island 
Command. The band performed often on Fiji (also played a 
lot of golf and ping pong) until late 1944 when they went back 
to New Caledonia. 
The time in Fiji was busy with music but .combat had 
ended for Orville. He wrote of the rainy season there, 
mosquitoes, and also sandy beaches. It sounds like a 
~-----.....;._ ... -~ paradise but time moved slowly as they waited to see what 
2nd Island Command Band, F1J1 - late '43 was next for them. Orville wrote about his pleasure in getting 
the local newspaper, candy and cookies that the family sent along, which he shared with his friends. 
Another expensive commodity was cigarettes and he appreciated getting those in the mail. One 
more thing that was expensive was golf balls so his family and friends sent some of them as well. 
According to his discharge papers, Orville's occupation was 
listed as Bandsman, Trumpet. Military Qualification was Combat 
Infantryman and he earned Expert Rifle Badge. His decorations on his 
separation papers included the Navy Presidential Unit Citation with 
Star, Good Conduct Medal, Asiatic-Pacific Theater 
Service Medal, American Defense Service Medal, Five 
(5) Overseas Service Bars, Lapel Button issued, four 
(4) discharge Emblems, and "No Time Lost Under AW 
107''. In the early 1960's the Army also authorized the 
award of the Bronze Star Medal. Through the efforts of 
his son, Tim, he was honored at a ceremony at Fort 
Monroe Virginia. Standing in front of a band formation, 
a Major General pinned the Bronze Star Medal on him 
almost 50 years to the day after he landed on 
Guadalcanal. 
Orville returned to the United States in March of 
1945. He had three weeks leave in March and April and · 
L-R: Laurie & then-1 LT Tim 
Holtan, Kathy Wilner, Beverly, 
Maj Gen Hank Hagwood, & 
Orville on the day he received 
his Bronze Star Medal. 
went home to Washburn, ND. He became engaged to Beverly Nordquist during that leave. He 
traveled to Arkansas for some R&R and then reported to Camp Lee in Virginia. He was in Fort 
Leonard Wood, MO in July and reported to Camp McCoy, WI for discharge. He returned to 
Washburn, ND and two weeks later was married to Beverly. He lived much of his life in Washburn , 
working in the family mercantile store. Orville had two brothers who also served in the Armed Forces 
in WWII. Orville was the father of four children. Daughter Kathy Wilner, a retired day care provider 
lives with her husband, a retired farmer, in Bowdon, ND. Daughter Barb and her husband own a 
landscaping business in Colorado. Son Bruce served in the ND National Guard as a member of the 
188th Army National Guard Band (a "descendant" of the 154th), and was also the Battalion Honor 
graduate at basic training at Fort Leonard Wood, MO. Son Tim is currently serving in the Army as an 
Army Bands Officer. Orville has 9 grandchildren and 3 great-grandchildren. He passed away in 
2003. His wife, Beverly, lives in Bismarck. 
Source for some information was Franklin A . Schoeffler, 164th Infantry. 
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Flags: Voices of the Past by Lt .Col. Timothy J. Holtan, on of Orville Holtan 164d,/294d, Band 
Lt. Col. (P) Timothy Holtan is the current Commandant of the US Army School of Music in 
Virginia. His previous assigment was as the Commander of the US Military Academy Band at 
West Point. His personal quest has been to research the flags his father acquired at 
Guadalcanal and return them to the soldier's families, if possible. 
The flags were obtained on Guadalcanal, I assume in the fall of 1942. My father 
discovered them near the remains of a deceased Japanese soldier where they had fallen 
from the soldier's helmet. In 2003, I had the flags partially interpreted and made an 
unsuccessful attempt to return them to the family of the soldier(s). I found out that in 2002, 
Japan had received more than 260 requests for return of WWII material. Most requests take 
up to a year to resolve and achieve a success rate of about 50%. 
I had asked the wife of a fellow Army bandsman to 
interpret the writing. She was surprised and a bit spooked 
to find that the soldier was from her home town of Niigata 
City. In many cases, the families never had the remains of 
the soldiers returned to them, so receiving these flags 
would be akin to having a part of their loved ones returned 
to them. Personnel at US Army Command-Japan also 
helped interpret the writings. 
It appears that the flag was owned by Toshia 
Hasegawa and it is thought that it as given to him by friends -'~""':-.•r-=-."'l,,=-=ff 
and well wishers who signed it (a common practice). Two 
company names, "Kouwa Mutual Car Stock Company" and 
"Bandai Car Factory", no longer exist and couldn't be 
traced. Kouwa is equivalent to "Ace" or "Acme". 
There are 3 dates on the flag, which match events: I 
"Landed at Cam Ranh Bay, 18 February" 
"Landed at Java Island, 1 March" 
"14 March Showa 17, Jogjakarta Security"-
Japanese forces moved through Vichy French 
Indochina before advancing on Malaya and Netherlands East Indies. Hasegawa apparently went through 
Vietnam in February 1942 on his way to Java. Japanese forces began their attack on Java in mid-Feb1942, 
landing troops and tanks in force at Erentenwatan in northern Java on the night of 28 Feb. He (or elements of 
his unit) may have been in that landing since his flag is annotated with that date and the word for "landing". 
Dutch and British forces surrendered on 9 March 1942. Jogjakarta is a city and sultanate in southern Java, so 
his unit probably arrived as a garrison/security force on 14 March as indicated on the flag. 
The second item is about 2.5 feet long and 
one foot high, so it is probably a "tenugui" which is a 
Japanese hand towel used for bathing or for just 
about anything else you want it to be. If wrapped 
around the forehead, it doubles as a "hachimaki" 
(sweatband). Tenugui are often passed out by 
companies and stores as a thank you (such as during 
New Year's) or as advertising (such as at a festival or 
a store sale). Some are actually made and bought as 
------- tenugui and are used for bathing. The current ones 
are often terry cloth but the advertising ones or the pre-war ones tend to be tough durable cotton-like fabric. 
This one has the name "Kaneyasu Toshikazu" written on it - the presumed owner. 
Here's what is written on the right hand edge: "Celebrating 30 years from establishment of the Niigata 
Power Company". The center devices: lightning symbol suggestive of electric power. The red (now faded to 
orange) circle-in-a-circle device is the company mark of the Hitachi company, makers of electrical appliances. 
The blue device with a stylized stork and a stylized turtle - the turtle is actually the character for "electricity" and 
presumed to be the mark of the Niigata Power Company. A stork in Japan is a good luck symbol along with 
the turtle so the bird depicted on the tenugui is probably a non-specific bird mark for a stork or crane. 
Left hand edge: printed name of distributor of this tenugui from right to left: "authorized distributor for 
Hitachi Seisakusho" (fancy name for the Hitachi Co) . . Ishii Denkou-sha is still an operating distributor. 
Additional hand writing: "Oda Unit" "Toubu 23, Takayama Platoon" "Kaneyasu Toshikazu." For 
Operational Security purposes, all Japanese units were known by their commander's names. Toshikazu 
belonged to the platoon commanded by Takayama which further belonged to a unit commanded by Oda. 
I anticipate one last assignment back to the Washington, DC, area, and intend to try again to return the 
flags to Mr. Hasegawa's family through diplomatic channels. 
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164 th Band = 294 th Band 





DATE 12 JUL 1944 /'JI.JI INITIALS_.;.----
ll 1ul7 1941;. 
SUBJECT: Historical Data trC>JI! 1 J.pril 1944 to JO lune 1944. 
TO: AdJutanl General's orrice, Headquarter•, II Iala 
Command, J.PO 91). 
a. Original Unit: 
(l) I>osignation: 294-th A.."1q !Sand. 
( 2) Date ot Organize tion: 10 January 1944. 
C.34 Place ot Organization: J'iJi l:slllll4• 
(4) Authority tor Organization: Letter J'ile J.O .)22 
(27 Nove~ber 1943) OB-I-GNGCT-M, 1n accordance 
and under Colucn 2:';"T/0 5-21, dated l J.pril 1942. 
(5) Sources from which personnel was obtained: 
(a) Tr8Jlsters from other un1ta. 
(b) Replacemonta trom .&PO 502. 
b/ Changes in Organization: 
(l) 
(2) 
Reorganized into the 294th Army Band rrom the 
Band, 164th Infantry per Letter :rile AG 322 
(27 Uovember 1943) OB-I*GNGCT-M, under Colucm 
2, T/0 5-21, dat d l April 1942, and effective 
10 January 1944. 
Reor~anized and Redesignated 294th Army Ground 
Forces Balld trom the 294th Army Band per Letter 
P'1le Al .322 (14 Apr 44) OB-I-GNGCT-11, in 
acoordanoe with and under Column 4, T/• an4 E 
20-107, dated 8 Maroh 1944, llild ette~tlTe l 
June 1944. 
o. Strength, Commls•ioned and Enl.iated. 
(l) At the beginning ot Period: 
(a) Total Strength 
JO En.Us ted en 
(b) Breakdown as 









Arrived at Oaru.p Claiborne, ta on 28 rch 1941. 
Departed from ca.mp Claiborne on 12 I>ocember 1941. 
Station Permanent. 
Arrive4 at B yshore, Calit. on 17 I>ocember 1941. 
Departed from Bayahore, Calif on 2.i. I>ocember 1941. 
Station Temp.rar7 • 
.Arrived at Walla Walla, · Wesh on 26 Deo mber 19 
Departdd from alla WaHa, ·ash on 4 Karch 1942. 
Station Permanent. 
Arrived at ~ort Ord, Calif on 7 roh 1942. 
~~~-~te~At~9f. _Fort Ord, Celit on 18 Varcb 1942. 
Arrived in ~elbourne, Austra1lia on 7 April 194.2. 
Departed trou 1:elbourne, J.uetrailia on 12 April 1942, 
Station Temporary. 
Arrived 1D New Caledonia on 19 April 1942. 
I>oparted trO!!l cw Cal.edonia on 9 Oo\oeber 19~. 
Swation P.r-....anent. 
Arrived in Guadalcanal~ Solomon Islands on l) 
ctob~r 1 42. De rted froru Gvadelcanal, Solo~on 
Isl.e'.Jdi.. on 1 March 1943. Station Per:r.anent. 
Arri, ,J 1n tbe l!'iji Islands on 5 March 19,.J. 
Stetlon Peni.anent. 
e. Karohes: None 
f. Campaigna: 
(1) Name: Battle of Guadalcanal. 
(2) Duration: 13 October 1942 to 1 Maroh 1943. 





(a) ~ame: 2nd Battle al Henderson Field. 
( b) 'Place: Guadalcanal, Solomon Island•. 
(c) Date: 25 Ootober 1942 to 27 October 1942. 
(d) Campaign of vhich battle was part ot: 
Battle or Guadalcanal. 
(e) forces en aged: Japanese. 
(fl Result: Inflicted heavy defeat upon the 
eneJll,1. 
(a) Na.me: Battle or Xoli Point. 
(b}-Piuoe: Guadaioenal, SolomQn Islands 
(c) Date: 4 November 1942 to 13 November 1942. 
(d) Campaign or which battle was part of: 
Battle or Guedaloanal. 
(e} Farces engagel: Japanese. 
(f) Result: Inflicted defeat on Japanese 
].l'oroes and drove them t.rom several square 
miles of territory. 
(e) Name: Last Battle of the tanikau. 
(b) Place: Guadalcanal, Solomon Isle.Dda. 
(o) Date: 19 November 1942 to 16 December 1942. 
(d) Campaign ot which battl~ was part of: 
Battle or Guadalcanal. 
(e) Forces Engaged: Japanese. 
(f) Result: ~teat or Japanese 7oroes an4 the 
regaining of territor1 prev~oualy loat. 




Statt Sergeant l 
Teoh.nioiat..1 Ord IV I 
T ohnioie..n Grade V I 
Private 1ret Claes 9 
Pr1Yatea 2 
Net Inorease eaoh Month: one 





2 Knliatel II n 
2 Rnlisted Men 
l Enl.1ste4 Kan 
(4) J.t End ot Period: 
(a~ Total StreJ:ICt 
25 Enlisted Men 
(b) Breakdown as to Ran.Jc or Grade: 
)laster rgeant l 
Technical Sergeant l 
Start Sergeant l 
Technician Grade IV 7 
Technician Grade V , 








Engagement: Last Battle or tb Mate.nilalu. 
liemea: 
T/4, :roster Maoe 
T/5 Hugh I. l4aa8ee 
T/5 Kelvin Cetrlen 
lllled: None 
ounded; ) Enlisted Ke~. 
Jilseing: one 
Taken Prisoner: None 
Infant ry. 
3. Formisr and Present Me•ber who have di stinguiahel 




(a) Engagement: Le.at Battle ot »atanlla. 
(b) Name: T/4 ~».JO.ester. 
(c) Act: Gallantr7 in Action. 
(d) Rowe.rd: Silver Star. 
(a) Engagement: Battle of .~11 Poillt. . 
{b) Name: T/l+ LeR07 • Buaohina• 
( o) A.et• ; r Heroism and extraordinary ee~•· 
(d) Hewe.rd: Regimental Oomm.en4at1 n. 
(a) iblgagement: Battle or Xol1 Point. 
(b) Name: T/4 Paul A. HolT1k. . 
(c) Aot: Heroism and extraordi.nary' aerYio•. 
(d) Reward: Reg1.lllental Collllll.en4at1on. 
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188th ARMY BAND' 
ATIONAI 
DAKOTA GUARD 
~'PRI ORMANC ,, 
The official mission of the 188th Army Band is to provide music throughout the full spectrum of 
military operations, to instill in our Soldiers the will to fight and win, to foster the support of our 
citizens, to promote our national interests at home and abroad, and to entertain our audiences. In 
successful completion and ongoing fulfillment of that mission, North Dakota's military band has 
continued to provide music to the citizens and Soldiers of North Dakota for over 120 years. 
The Dakota Territory military band was organized well before North Dakota was admitted to 
the Union in 1889. In 1891, the First North Dakota Infantry Band was located in Lisbon. The band 
served with the 1st North Dakota Infantry Regiment during the call up for service on the Mexican 
Border in 1916. The regiment was reorganized just before departing for service in WWI into the 154th 
Infantry Regiment, and the band deployed with the 154th Infantry to France in 1917. 
In 1941, the 154th Infantry Regiment was once again ordered to active duty. While in the 
South Pacific, members of the band served as medics and litter bearers during three campaigns at 
Guadalcanal, under the command of the regimental surgeon, Maj George Schatz. T/4 Lynn Kloster 
received the Silver Star during the Last Battle of Matanikau, T/4 LeRoy Busching and T/4 Paul Hoivik 
received Regimental Commendations for heroism and extraordinary service during the Battle of Kali 
Point. T/4 Foster Mace, T/5 Hugh Massee, and T/5 Melvin Carlen were wounded at Matanikau. 
In 1944, while stationed in Fiji, the 164th Band was redesignated the 294th Army Band, then 
renamed the 294th Army Ground Forces Band. Returning to Lisbon, ND, after the war, the unit was 
reorganized yet again as the 188th Army Band in 1959 and moved to its present location in Fargo. 
In more modern history, individual soldiers of the 188th Army Band have answered their 
country's call and have proudly served their nation in Vietnam, Operation Desert Storm, Operation 
Enduring Freedom (Afghanistan), KFOR (Kosovo), and Operation Iraqi Freedom. Serving closer to 
home, individual members of the band have assisted with disaster relief efforts in North Dakota. 
Versatile and skilled musicians and vocalists provide a broad spectrum of music, including 
Concert Band, Marching Band, Dixieland Band, Brass Quintet, Jazz Band, Stage Band, Dance and · 
Show Bands, and various other small chamber ·ensembles. 
Well known for its professional excellence, the 188th has trained and performed in many states · 
and many locations around the world, including Canada, Jamaica, Australia, and Germany. 
Aware of its rich heritage, soldiers of the 188th Army Band have always made it a priority to 
provide exceptional entertainment during annual reunions of the 154th Infantry Association. 
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Where Good Soldiers Come From: Profile of John Graber 
By Staff Sgt. Amy Wieser Willson, ND National Guard Joint Force Headquarters 
The happy memories flow easily, while the less pleasant ones take some 
thought for former N.D. Guardsman and World War II veteran John Graber. The 
staunch 94-year-old with thick wisps of white hair is candid, lacing his stories with 
laughter while keeping a few secrets to himself. His military career began more than 
seven years before the attacks on Pearl Harbor when Graber - who was five 
months shy of his 18th birthday - raised his right hand and promised to defend the 
nation against enemies foreign and domestic. 
He served with the 164th Infantry Regiment, making a buck for each weekly 
drill as a private and later $1.15 as a corporal. After drill, Graber and his fellow 
Soldiers would head to Gus' restaurant for a hamburger or hotdog for a nickel, being 
sure to tip another nickel. Graber was enjoying it and had every intention of re-enlisting when he 
made a decision that would quickly move him to more responsibilities as the possibility of war drew 
nearer. "I was going to re-up and ... an officer in the artillery told me not to," Graber says. "He said, 'I 
want you in the artillery.' So, I got into a brand-new artillery outfit, so my promotions were quick. I 
was a three-striper in three weeks. I was a technical sergeant, which they now call (sergeant first 
class)." That artillery outfit was the N.D. National Guard's 188th Field Artillery Regiment. 
As the war in Europe continued and relations with Japan deteriorated, President Franklin 
Roosevelt activated the National Guard in February 1941. The 164th headed to Louisiana for training, 
and the 188th later headed to Ft Warren, Cheyenne, Wyo. John married his girlfriend from North 
Dakota, Maxine King, while stationed there. 
Thanks to a combination of skill and 
luck, Graber took a lateral transfer to a first 
sergeant position, taking on responsibility for 
the men who would serve with him. Despite 
the challenging duty, "it turned out to be a 
good move," Graber says, "because later in 
the year they gave the first sergeants 
another rocker to make them equal to 
master sergeants, and that was a good raise 
in pay, too - and I was married, so I could 
use it." The first sergeant and his men 
continued training until the Japanese 
attacked Pearl Harbor on Dec. 7, 1941. 
"Pearl Harbor happened on a Sunday, and 
on Thursday we were on our way to Fort 
Lewis, Wash., by convoy truck," Graber 
said. 
A photo of prized 
military memorabilia 
and personal items in 
a shadow box in 
John Graber's home. 
The shadow box 
includes service 
medals, rank and a 
family photo from 
John and wife, 
Maxine's, 50th 
wedding anniversary 
on June 1, 1991. The 
New Testament Bible 
was issued to U.S. 
Military personnel 
during WWII in 
Europe and is dated 
January 25, 1941. 
Maxine followed and their first child, 
Judy, was born Dec. 23 of the following 
year. Graber would remain in the United 
States until just before Judy's first birthday. During that timed the field artillery trained and underwent 
changes. In February 1943, the 188th restructured and 2" battalion, Graber's unit, became the 
95th Field Artillery Battalion. They spent the summer training in the Mojave Desert. Then, it was 
on to Oklahoma, for additional training. By the end of the year, they were headed to New York City to 
catch a ship departing Dec. 5, 1943, for Great Britain. 
After about two-and-a-half years of training, Graber's unit would move into combat less than a 
week after D-Day, June 6, 1944. It was "06," D-Day plus six, but Graber laughs at his trip from Great 
Britain into war despite the uncertainty of the situation at the time. "We boarded the ship at South 
Hampton, and they took us out of the harbor and we sat for a while. And I was the first sergeant, so I 
was carrying the orderly room, and I was so pooped out," Graber says. "There was a command car 
on the deck of the LST (landing ship, tank) that we crossed the channel on, and I climbed in the back 
of that command car and fell asleep. And when I woke up, I said, 'Didn't we leave?' and they said, 
'Hey buddy, that's France.' I slept across the English Channel. Some people have swum across it, but 
I slept across it," he says with a bright grin and chuckle. 
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Profile of John Graber: From 164th to 188th to 957th (cont) 
What he woke up to was Utah Beach at Normandy. 
Graber, at this time in his late 20s, was in charge of a service 
battery. "Our duties were to furnish all of the supplies for the 
battalion. During the time we were over there, we fired over 
90,000 rounds of projectiles that weighed 96 pounds apiece 
- and service battery hauled every single ounce of that," he 
says with pride. They also hauled food and handled ration 
detail. "I gotta say, for wartime, we ate pretty good," he says. 
"The cooks that we had were farm boys from North Dakota 
and they went to a cooking school in Fort Riley, Kan., and, by 
golly, they turned out to be pretty good cooks." 
The artillery regiment participated in the Cherbourg Offensive 
d B ttl f th B I b f h d' t G I h' 23 Graber stands in front of a display cannon 
an a e o e u ge e ore ea ing O ermany. n IS on the campus of N Dakota State University. 
months in combat, Graber took part in five major battles, 
including Normandy, the European Campaign and Ardennes. "In the war, we had good times and bad 
times," he says. The good times roll quickly from his lips - the close friends he met in war and since 
as a result of his service and the chance to stay in some pretty fancy quarters in Germany. Asked 
about the worst part of the war, he pauses for awhile to reflect before responding. "A couple of times 
we got strafed by our own Air Force, and that was a little harassment, but we didn't lose any men 
''We showed 
him where good 
soldiers come.from" 
over it, so that came out alright." Good or bad, he's 
keeping some secrets all to himself. "Tell me about 
the liberation of the Belgian women," an interviewer 
says. Graber's eyes sparkle as he leans back and 
breaks into a grin. "That's unmentionable!" he 
exclaims with a laugh. Throughout the war, Graber's 
unit served under the VI I Corps. 
Graber is especially proud of North Dakota's 
connections with "Lightning" Joe Collins, VII Corps commander, and Collins' nephew, Lt. Col. James 
L. Collins Jr., who commanded Graber's unit. Both Collins were West Point graduates, and the elder 
would go on to be the Army Chief of Staff during the Korean War. The younger Collins served as 
battalion commander for the 957th Field Artillery and developed close ties to the North Dakota 
Guardsmen. "West Pointers weren't real fond of National Guard Soldiers, and that's what we were," 
Graber recalled. "(James Collins) was a Pointer, but he sure liked his North Dakota boys. We showed 
him where the good Soldiers come from." James Collins, who retired from the Army as a brigadier 
general, attended every reunion with those North Dakota boys until he died, Graber says. Graber, 
now a widower, has lost a lot of family and good friends over the years. The reunions stopped about a 
decade ago, when barely a dozen remained who could 
travel. Of the two companies of infantry and two 
batteries of artillery that mobilized out of Fargo, Graber 
is only aware of one other man still in the area. Graber 
takes it as life experience, saying, "So that's what you 
get when you get to be 94; you see a lot of people go 
that are important in your life." He insists that "life's 
been good to me," and he's glad he had the 
opportunity to serve with so many fine North Dakotans. 
"I was always proud of my military service. Can't say 
you were glad that there was a war, but it made men 
out of boys in a hurry." 
John Graber lives in Fargo, ND 
See More Online: Watch an interview with John Graber 
discussing his experiences at http://bit.ly/JohnGraber 
Graber takes a look at the N.D. Air National 
Guard Predator (unmanned aerial vehicle) 
ground control station training area as he 
tours the base in Fargo, N.D., Nov. 16. He 
claims that there is probably more valuable 
This story is part of a quarterly history series that profiles N.D. equipment in the room than there was in 
National Guard veterans More: http://bit.ly/NDNGhistory. his whole com an . ..__ _______ _..__ _______ _ 
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' (1) Aq,11\ 1945 .. 15 ~·' 194') -_: 
· .vi Jraual.lcll 
XAPII Central 1.J., 1/2'JJ,OOO. 
. llondq 13 .&ago.st. 19\5 
. · A\ OS15 on• (l) ~inforctd pla\oon of Co1tpan7 i. )r4 • eoa,S.9'lac 
of on• (1) ritl• pla,0oA,· one (1) ·Lw.a SeeUoa, ona (1) CilMM Honar lilGa&,1,. '"' 
(2) !-n aid.men nnd one (l) ·S-2 ll8J1 loaded. &board ho (2) U)K•, muaber1 ·s61 an4 a5, 
· an4 departo4 Oebu. harbor. 'lhe pl8'0011 re1ntoroect landed a\ Cau1t hls.n4 0135 tJll 
IUU.oaded on the bea~. Realen4. lnforae.Uo• fro• 542n4 Jo&\ h that 10• ot \he 
reef• \o be ncoanttred will be bpaasa'bl• for \ae 10~ •• 1,\ Jranaltch.· ,a,rol 
leader, Ntt1rne4 ,o Oeba. I 1land !ro11 thh po in\ .for a natl.Te ,:n.l·d•, le atpa•t•I : 
O~ an4 re,urn•cl 1020. £dded on• (1) IDVP ntt~ber 6:)9 to ou..r part7 a, ,hlt plue. 
Dlpazte4 Oaa.1, l1land tor j3anaoon Island a, 1010. Arrlft4- al \ant, of !aueoa •• 
~on ltland ud contactal Y.a,or ·who &111u·et iu ·pa\rol lea4er ,hill u 111)1 "'" 
p~nn, &n4 farther au~red 111 tha\ \here -we!'I ao Ja.p• oa fo,ir (1') 1le1p\orhc 
· 1a1end11 that he had Y18ite4 in the pad hio(2) 4a71. lalanda ment19nea· wtrtl 
llandaynn • !&abu, Mehana7 and :Bamanoa.. l)eparted Janacoa 1 eland 1330 tor Ja• ltluL · 
· Le.ndad on Soulh Coaat of Jau Isiand a\ 1500. ~por, . negaU ff Ci"• bf Ohht ot · 
the 11eG1J1b7 burio. I>epnrted Jau. .IalnnJ at 1530. Lude4 tiL ,owa of falt\oa oa 
lbhol hle.n4 lt l~O. ReMine4. o'Y9m1gb.l 1a 1cho·o1 hoo... • Baporl Mp.U,e a, 
re,por\ecl lt7 Ma.tor. Depar~ed .Bohol 0135 · 14 AG&Ud 1945 
ha1da7 1~ A.Ga,.,,, 19~, .. ' 
l1eparh4. Johol 0135. l,e.nde4 d h.ga1 Poln\ on I.pbb hlea4 al · 
1055. Report AtgaU ~ &iTen. b7 Chief ot barrio. Let\ fup• Point d 1125, Lt.nlll. 
al .liUbin Poin~ al,o oa Lap1nin Ialand a, 12'.>5~ Reporl negs.Un ghea bJ Oblet · 
ot Aguhlill Point. Depa.rle4 ..lgu.inill Pola\ a, 1330. Land•cl .on the Sot1\~ eoad of . 
Malf!Wlll ltlall4 .1510. 11r,, J.mer~C;d lroop, \o land here. F:.eporl negaUw rtwa 
'b7 Chief of 1ma.ll bar:-io ~here. Left l•lan4 ot llallBAWl d 15,n. Stepp1t ert 
Southera ahore ot Jillubnid I1land at 1615- Beet, lq,e.11aola ·tor LOK,. ,.,,orl 
n1ga\in chen b7 nathea 1n ce.Aoe, ·.troa I .io.na. tand.e4 again a, barrio et 
Banaco~ oa lan&ooa I11aa4 at 1145 lo ~,.,. e..-nt&ll•• · 
We &le 1dq 14 J.11~ st 19 i.5 
J' .Len !aaacoa hlan4 .al 0130. Arrbe, Cella. ·harbor at -l)J).· 
lel~t4 lo hCl,Matal !Na 15,0. 
J/~;~L 
WlLLUI (. JUUILICI f > 1,, u •• laf. 
· .. Pa.lro1 1.u4•• 
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:.EPO?.l OF CPi3ATI~t1S FOR COi,~B.;..T PATROL 'Et BEIN?~?.DED PLA1'00lt 001·~.AMY L, 3W B?r 
. P~OL LE.ADER: Lt l·1oore 
H.AF S: Oen tra.1 P. I . 1/ 2~ ,000 
Tue sda.y 14 Au.gust 19 45 
At 0745 one (1) reinforced platoon Coztpany L, 3rd :Bn consisting of 
one (1) rifle :platoon, one (1) L~·rG· '·section, one (1) a> l,U.{ ?·!ortar Sqµa.d, two (2) :Sn 
aid.:nen. one (1) S-2 r.a.n, t,..,-o (2) r s dio operdors from L company, hro (2) radio 
o_perators from :aegi~nt and one (l) code clerk.loaded aboe.rd two (2) LOMs, number, 
&:>O a:ld 625 and depa rted Cebu. Harbor. Radio contact with Bei9-i.ient established e.t 
0815. Ltlllded l3r'!DtayD.n I _sle.nd at 1706. llo resi rtnnce. report ne£;ative. Piadio contact 
with ?.eziment estbblished at 1725 designating position on ]~ts..ya.n Isl!.-~d. Bivonac 
area ruid perimter established at 1745. i,:otorized patrol into town of ~ta Fe at 
1600. l•!ayor of town que i:tianed concerning enemy. :teport ne~tive. Filipino Guide 
not counted in reinforced platoon. . 
\Tedne sdaY 15 August 19 ~5 
Radio contact esta.blisb.ed with ·iegi.:1ent a.t 0800. Two (2) separate 
motorized :9atrols led by platoon lec-:cJer rod platoon serge!1-?lt dispatched at 08J),. 
Ead.io messnr;e from 2.egi~nt at 1110 requesting operational sumriiary. lt.otorl~ed patrol 
returned. la>5. :?.eport negative. Dep r..rted bivouac erea. i42J. Left :Bantayan Island 1 430 
Landed J ilentangan lshmd 14~. Patrolled hlnnd. F ..eport negati-v:e. :Departed Jile.ntangan 
Island 163']. Rettirned Eantayan lelond to b~vo 1.1ae. :..adio contact establi~ed with 
!).egiment at 16~. Plan for 16 .August, lend on Ji'bi tnil !'nd Gu.intacan Islands. 
Thurs"8.Y 16 Augµst 1945 
:Radi o con t&ct , itil Ee giment .e st~bli shed & t 0900. Departed :Ben ta)'all 
Itlrond r1.t 09.30. Lan9,ed. on Jibitnil Islc.nd 1025. Q,uestioned natives a.bout Jnpe. Report 
from ne.tives was th, t no Japs b.ad been on the islrncl for three (3) months. Patrol 
di ~r;.tched. ~d returned with nebative report. ~dio contact with liesJ,ment at 1105. 
•:.ep7'rted ~5 J ap s on GuintaCf..n but did not have enou~ fuel to proceed to Guintacsn 
Isl:md. Left J .ibitnil Is12nd 15~. Landed ,·:S.lapascua ls~and 17~. Patrol dispatched 
and returned. Report negative. Se~ tl_i) bivouac area 1815.for night. •See attached 
overlay. 
Fride.y 17 Augu.st 1945 
Departed 1-:a.ls.pa.scua Isbnd for Cebu 07?1). Ho ,.r:;:.dio cont,,et with 
?.egiir.ent entire d.P.y. LCl·i 625 to~d to Cebu harbor. Lcnded Ceb.1 Harbor 1545. 'Beturned 
3eg1ment&l . area 17~. 
.4~1~!~ 
l st Lt • , Inf. 










WWII VICTORY _ 
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15 AUGIBT - 22 OCTOBm 194'5 
With the cessation ot ho.atilities be.tween J"apan &nd the United ?lgtiona the 
l6~th Int~ntry negiment ce~sed tr~ining tor its participation in the Oll1-IPIC 
OPE?J~TI0l5 and on orders ot the ·Oorunend1ng Gener&!, 1.t1erieal Division began 
trainins end prep•ring for ite duties as part of the occu~ation forces. Du.riD-4: 
the period ot 15 August to 22 October the 164th Intentry pre,PQr"d, moved &nd 
took Ul) its duties in Honshu, Ja;,an, The tollawing is a WOl:'O. picture ot our 
op~rations during this period. 
On 10. AUBU,Bt • re1nforoed platoon or Company t noved by wat9r to Bohol, P.I. 
to relieve elements or the 132 RCT. ,_nth BAKER ~ Y going into e.t'f&ct on 
15 August, division-geve the Reeiment permission to ~ithdraw the platoon ~n 
Bohol, p. I. On 19 August tl"Lis rele&se woe effected. The Regiment continued 
training with eriphasis on the conduct ot the individual soldier: 1n ,n occupied 
country•· enforcement or l1i1w and o!9~er • mili t,ry courtesy Ii nd discipline &.nt2 
riot duty. On 25 ~ugust the Regiment w&s elerted for novement to the 1wpanese 
mainla.nd es port ot. the occup~tion forces. As th~ Regirn.ent 1n&ae pre,Paration 
for its r.tovenent to Japan training or the troops continued, as. well as the 
assirnil&tion or new repleoe:ments into the unit. 
The Ree;im~nt w"s ·issued k1l~ric.~l Division FIELD OR!lim N'JMBm 6, 28 Aug~t, 
which providtil for our 1.ndintf with tbe 132 ROT abre.st at UBi,GA or HIBO 
beaches on the Si.GA!.!I -~'UJJ end et.feet e1 rkpid 1r10 vement to the F'JC1Wl)l3E • 
W.SliIUJTO - h.'lJROSAtU. a-!"t!il. Jul. alte~~tive .Plan Wis aiclso issued to land -et 
J.'OA~ tilld ~rooe~d to •n assembly area. 
The outlosuing of the ROT (less & re&r ire~ instQll;tion·in the vicinity ot 
cc,n.aol_.oion, ·cebu, P.I.) i"or w&ter .m.overnent trom Cebu, P.I. to Honshu; Jap1m 
bogon &.t 0500 31 l"U&"1St "ncl ,:as oonpleted 1600 31 AUBUBt.. The ROI' departed 
by water 0900 1 Se_ptembe:r . ._nd &.rri ved in Yokoh&lH ·&re1 8 Septera.ber. At 
0800 9 ~e_pterlb~r the shil.)8 moved into the docks ancl the unl.oedina or the RCT 
beten. Upon landing, all littoche~· uni ts -vzi th the e:xcep~ion ot Conp,ny A, 
121 l!ed1col Bott1Jlion returned to thr, control or there l)lirent orgnnizations. 
Th~ lG~th In.teritry plus Com,imy A, 121 l.~edic;l Battalion moved by tritck fro.o. 
Yokohar:15. to the vicinity or Kodeirg (51.7-25.8) and c.losed ·here at 0900 
10 September. ·· · 
' . 
On 10 SeJ)t~.rn.ber the 164th Infontry aosun"cl the resJX>n.sibility for euardine the 
t1111tsry install&tions et Tachik&wa Air-otrip1 Chofu Air-strip Mnd Shod11-
Yokwnae Sttiition. On the ~ollo,·,ins dsy1 11 s~ptember the 164th Int"ntry otfioi-
.lly r.ssw:1ed r~a~ousibility of the whole sector previously occu~ied by the· 
12th c~v5lry, 1st c~v5lry Division (see overlQ1 an.neA #l). Iocediately, &n 
intensi~e reco1L!laisaence or the entire R·egi.m,mtal sector ,10s instituted, in ·. 
orcter t,o locnte heretofore unr~ported instAllwtions, both of military and non-
r.i111 ta.ry sicnifioilnce. Gucrds w~re pli:ced w!'lere_ necesslll'Y. A reinforced company 
was dispatched to the Sa.kaue Experiment&l St&tion (59.2-2.4.4). 
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Occupation Duties: 
Synopsis of Ops Report 15 Sep -22 Oct 45 
12 Sep: Reconnaissance patrols from each of the battalions investigate installations 
16 Sep: elements of 1st Gav relieved our guard at Chofu airstrip 
17 Sep: Reconn Patrol of 1 Off 7 Enl from Regt l&R sent to area NW of Orne 
18 sep: Co C was relieved by elements of the 43rd Division at lrumegawa airfield 
19 Sep: Co F moved to act as security at an Army warehouse 
19 Sep: Co A relieved of mission at Mura Yama Engineering School by elements of 5th Air Force 
20 Sep: Co I placed on guard at Sayama Air Base until weapons & ammo there were secured 
24 Sep: 1 Pit of Co A was relieved of guard mission by elements of yth Air Service Command 
25 Sep: Moved Regt CP to Japanese Army Quartermaster & Paymaster School. 
25 Sep 1st Bn relieved of security mission at Tachikawa Air Strip by elements of yth Air Sve Cmd 
26 Sep: Each Bn sent out a 3 day patrol of 12 men each to investigate Yamanashi Prefecture 
27 Sep: 2 Pits of Co B were relieved of security mission at Kokota Air Stria by 5th Air Force 
29 Sep: 3rd Bn and Cannon Company moved to Regimental bivouac area 
29 Sep Co H sent 1 off 12 enl to guard Fuji-View Hotel per phone message from CG America! Div 
29 Sep: Patrols back from Yamanashi Prefecture; found location of 53rd Eastern Army Post at Kofu 
30 Sep: Reg't less 2d Bn moved to new Regimental Bivouac area at Paymaster School 
30 Sep: 1st Bn established 5 checkpoint on main road junctions Per instructions from CG America I 
1 Oct: 2 Pits of Co B relieved of guard duties at Showa Aircraft Factory 
2 Oct: Co I, less 1 Pit, departed for Nagano Prefecture for recon of Matsumoto, Ueda, and Nagano 
2 Oct: 3rd Bn CO established Bn Forward CP al Matsumoto with rifle platoons at each area above 
5 Oct: 3d Bn investigated supply depots at Kokubanji, Higashimurayama, and Yabo 
5 Oct: 4 Off 25 enl enroute to Nagano Prefecture to collect ordnance equipment around Okaya 
6 Oct: Guard sent to Central Industrial Factory/Kokubanji Supply Depot to secure critical items there 
7 Oct: Elements of 1st Bn placed on guard at Tokyo Second Middle School, Tachikawa Machine 
Works, Techikawa Aircraft Factlry, Hitachi Aircraft Factory, Jucco Manufacturing Co, and Goga Alloy 
Foundry Works, all of which had been engaged in manufacture of airplane parts . Hitachi had many 
completed aircraft engines on hand. 
8 Oct: 2nd Bn elements secured gunpowder and projectiles at Sagami Branch Naval Arsenal 
9 Oct: Reconn party led by 2nd Bn S-2 returned from Yamanashi Prefecture 
9 Oct: Reg't began destruction of Japanese meteriel and equipment in the sector 
8-9 Oct: Ordered to seize all records on file at the local police stations in sector. 
10 Oct: Guard placed on Fuchu Experimental Station where misc experiments equipment was found 
10 Oct: gyth Division assumed responsibility for guarding the Sayama Air Base 
11 Oct: Squad dispatched to Kusakabe to locate/guard an undisclosed amount of silver there 
15 Oct: Pass system established for foreign diplomats at Fuji-View Hotel for accountability. 
15 Oct: Destruction of critical items continues; return of non critical items to Japanese. 
16 Oct: Most installations turned over to Japanese Home Ministry. Guard remained on Silver. 
18 Oct: Regiment will be relieved of all responsibility in the sector by elements of the 1st Cavalry 
Division. The Regiment notified that it would return to the United States with the rest of the America! 
Division in the early part of November. Preparations were immediately instigated to effect the relief of 
the Regiment by 22 October. Last minute destruction of critical items was carried on, and all possible 
speed was exercised in turning over installations to the Japanese. On 22 October, the occupied 
installations were turned over to the 61 st Field Artillery Battalion, 1st Gav Div, and the Regiment made 
preparation for its return to the United States as a Unit. 
Were YOU at any of the places listed on these last four pages? Checking the little islands for Japanese? 
At the occupied airfields and installations? Were you transferred into another unit for occupation duties? 
Do you have any ROSTERS, PICTURES, or Newspaper Clippings? 
Please share your stories. 
Editor, The 164th Infantry News, POBox 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502 I Editor164thinfantryNews@hotmail.com 
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Troop Transfers 1945 
Now that the war was over, members of the 164m who had enough points looked forward go going 
home. Soldiers who had joined the unit later in the war (and didn't have enough points) were 
transferred to other units that would remain in Japan for occupation duties. Veterans of other units 
who had accumulated enough points to be eligible for separation from the service were transferred 
into the 164th for the trip to the US and separation. The entire America! division experienced a 
massive turnover of personnel, the recent arrivals being transferred to other units while the division 
absorbed veterans from units throughout Japan. On 24 November 1945, at Fort Lawton, Wash, the 
America! was officially disbanded, and the 164th was designated "inactive". 
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By October 1945, very few North 
Dakotans remained in the 154th. 
General Arnold estimated that 
fewer than 200 men still in the 
division had been members of the 
division when it was formed on 
New Caledonia. Most of them 
were from headquarters and 
service units. Very few of the 
original combat infantrymen 
remained, and original members of 
the 164th still in the regiment 
possibly could not have mustered 
as much as a squad of twelve. 
Casualties, disease, and rotation 
had taken from its ranks almost all 
of the North Dakotans who had 
departed from the state during the 
bitterly cold days of February1941. 
--from Citizens as Soldiers 
TRANSFER OF PERSONNEL 164th INF 
22· oot, 
24.S . DI to 7:lll 11P . En ·. 
71 ill to l+9S MP Bil 
139 l:lL to 211 MP BA 
. 30 F.X to 744 MP pg 
'495 'total 
23 ·ogt, · 
. 444 fll to ll2 CaY 
132 m to 82nd Cm1. lltr · Ill 
48 at' . to 44th Tk aa 
~Lti.t7'JI Corp• Hg 
-.: . -65) Total . 
24 09 
28 EV to Hq Tp ·11\ . 
579 E!.I to 5th CaY ~ 
452 EU to l.2th·CaT 
51 .E!l to Rq Tp 2nd Brig 
~~ to 7th CaT 
lRo"Total 
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The War's Over! ___ WWILVI CTO RY ___ _ 
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Pres Truman holds Articles of Surrender with Henry Stimson, 
Secretary of War, and Gen Geo Marshall, Army Chief of Staff 
Fleet Admiral Chester W. Nimitz, USN, 
signs the Instrument of Surrender as 
United States Representative, on board 
USS Missouri, 2 September 1945. 
Standing directly behind him are (L-R): 
-aw 
General of the Army Douglas MacArthur; 
Admiral William F. Halsey, USN, and · 
Rear Admiral Forrest Sherman, USN. Allied Planes over the USS Missouri during the signing ceremony 2 Sep 45 
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BU ~TIN BOAR][) 
"Sixty-Five Years Since ...... " Back Issues Available 
"They Were 
Ready" 
At member price of 
$10, you can afford 
to give the history of 
this magnificent unit 




Send checks to 
164 Infantry Book 
PO Box 1111 
Bismarck, ND 
Mark your Calendars! 
66th ANNUAL REUNION 
Valley City, ND 
16-17-18 September 2011 
Do you have Rosters, Journals, or Albums? 
Newspaper Clippings? Pictures? 
Items with faces and names are important for research! 
Please send to Your Editor for scanning. Thank you! 
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THE l 64TI' lNFANTllY NBWS 
..........,.... -"'--· -Sixtv-flve Y~ Since ... Cebu, Philippines 
-





, ...... ~ iln, ni..:::o~=-A= 
Ctrilcm.0.,, 11M). 
0n21JlnU#)'1 ............ 
~MU)'l9.1halnt1toplfl .. so, 
Clllld"~u,'"lcilON 
Copies of these historic issues are 
available for suggested donation to 
the Association of $2 per copy to 
pay for mailing & printing costs or 
$1 if no mailing is required. Send 
your request & donation to 
The 164th Infantry News, 
P.O. Box 1111, 
Bismarck, ND 58502-1111 
Who do I Ask About .. 
Command & Policy Issues: 
President Bernard A Wagner 
1120 5th St NE #208 
Valley City, ND 58072 
Email: bernie@csicable.net 
Dues, Memberships, Donations, 
or Reunion Information: 
Secretary Treasurer Patricia L Drong 
PO Box 192, Sanborn, ND 58480 
Email: pjdrong@ictc.com 
Books, Back Issues, Research, 
or Articles for the News: 
Editor Shirley J Olgeirson 
PO Box 1111, Bismarck, ND 58502 
Editor 164thlnfantryN ews@hotmail.com 
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Leon Timboe, WWII, Service Co, PO Box 503, Devils Lake, ND 58301 [Recruited at the Devils Lake booksigning] 
Julius Senger, WWII, AntiTank, 233 Kemp Ave, Apt 6, Devils Lake, ND 58301 (Recruited at the DL booksigning] 
John Humig, WWII, Co G, 1202 McKinley Ave, Alamogordo, NM 88310 
Earl J. Borsheim, WWII, Co L, 7494 680th St, Wheaton , MN 56296 [nephew found us thru the internet] 
(identified by *) 
Delfina Cuellar (LM)*, Corrales, MM [widow of Joe, Hqs 200 8n] address unknown came back undeliverable 
Delma A. Bechtel (LM)*, Mesa, AZ [widow of Leonard Bechtel WWII HQ 1st Bn] 
Kathryn Burns-Braaten (LM)*, Nerstrand, MN (Daughter of Edward P Burns, WWII, Hqs Co] 
Woody Caspers (LM)*, Battle Lake, MN [Uncle of Wilber Kohnke, Co I, KIA Guadalcanal] 
Lance J Edwards (LM)*, Oskaloosa, IA [son of Martin J Edwards, WWII] 
Gary Frady (LM)*, Davie, FL [nephew of Alice-Lorraine & Karl von Halle, Co D](gift membership from Alice-Lorraine) 
Georgia Hill (LM)*, Northglenn, CO [daughter Elvin "Bud" Mormon, niece of Cliff Gustafson,Co E] See story pg 16-17 
LTC (R) Robert W Isenberg (LM)*, Moscow, ID [son of George A Isenberg, Co F/Commander of Co A] 
Dr. Jason Lupkes(LM)*, Saint Cloud, MN (nephew of member Earl J Borsheim WWII, Co L (also a new member!)] 
Barbara Semrau (LM)*, Minot, ND [daughter of George Christensen, Co E/Commander of Co A] 
Alice-Lorraine von Halle, Davie, FL [widow of Karl von Halle, Co DJ Last Roll Call this issue 
L TC(R) Michael Winkler (LM)*, DuPont, WA 98327 [Son of Walter Winkler, WWII Co G] See story pg 30-31 
Donald Boyum*, Moreno Valley, CA [Nephew of Walter S Danuser WWII, Co H, relative of Robert K Hall, 3rd BN ] 
David M Errichiello*, Quincy, MA [son of Genarino Errichiello WWII, Medic, Co A 121 Med Co]gift from SGM Joe 
Denise Hebig*, Lakeville, MN [granddaughter of Joe Wald, WWII] 
Dennis Hogan*, Grand Forks, ND [cousin of William Humble WWII, Co M] 
Beverly J. Isenberg*, McArthur, CA [widow of George Isenberg WWII, Co F, Commander Co A] 
Ralph Puchalski*, Battle Creek, Ml 
Kathy Wilner*, Bowdon, ND [daughter Orville Holtan WWII, Band] See Story page 38-41 
Warren 0. Brodie (LM)(WWII) Co H, 44 Ledge Rd, Pelham, NH 03076 
Edward F. Bartz, (LM)(WWII) Co M, 6055 Armor Duells Rd, Apt 255, Orchard Park, NY 14127-3155 
Elmer F Eilers (LM)(WWII) Co B, PO Box 17930, Covington, KY 41017 
RS 
We received many "Temporarily Away" and "Change of Address" and "Undeliverable" notices for the October issue. 
Can't find you if you haven't told us where you are. Please keep us in mind when you change locations. 
There are too many change of addresses to list, so I'm putting something interesting on the rest of the page: 
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Dorman A. Belden (WWII) Co K, 1999 
Roy D. Brown (WWII) Co ?, 26 Oct 10 
Earl Curtis Buck (WWII) Co E, 2 Jul 67 
Gene Davis (WWII), March 2000 
William Roy Engen (WWII) Co I, 12 Oct 10 
John C. Enlow, (WWII) Band, 19 Apr 09 
Wm F.JacoberA, Co K, 22 Dec 05 
8James E.Johnson (WWII) Co C, 
James W.Johnson (K), 2 Dec 10 
Robert Kenna (WWII) Co H, 15 Jun 87 
Jean B. LaMarre (WWIU Co C, 21 Nov 10 
Dorman Belden (WWII) Co K. Passed away in 1999 
in Texas, shortly after joining the Military Order of the 
Purple Heart there. Found o·n a MOPH website. 
Roy D Brown, 84, died at his home in Tennessee 26 
Oct 10. He saw action on 
Leyte, Cebu, Negros, and 
Mindanao. Vi, his wife of 62 
years, passed away 11 Jan 11 . 
Survived by daughter Thelma, 
Pallena, Pamela, & Patricia; 8 
grand-, 13 great grand children. 
Earl Curtis Buck. Cemetery records from Fendley, 
Arkansas, indicate he was born 23 Feb 13, married 
13 Jul 30, died 2 Jul 67, WWII, Co E, Purple Heart. 
Gene Davis died March 2000 in TX. Originally from 
Okla, he entered the service 27 Sep 44, served in the 
154th, and was discharged 17 Nov 46. Survived (then) 
by wife Norma; daughters, Sherry, Maxine, Trudy, & 
Marcy; 5 grandchildren. 
Roy W. Engen, 88, Missoula died in his 
sleep12 Oct 10. He enlisted Co I in 1939 
at 17; was discharged as Sgt Jun 45 after 
serving 3 yrs, 44 days. Roy was reluctant 
to tell war stories; when he did, he talked 
about the men with whom he served. 
Survived by wife of 58 years, Delores; 
sons Michael & John; 2 grand- & 1 great-grandchild. 
John C. Enlow passed away 19 Apr 09 in Sonoma. 
He enlisted in the ND Guard Band in 1938. In 1941, 
he was a T/Sgt, assigned as 3rd Bn Comma Chief. 
He was discharged 17 Aug 45. Survived (then) by 
wife Barbara (Bobbi); children Terri, Sandra, David, 
Charles, Scott; 25 grand- & 30 great-grandchildren. 
William F Jacober, 86, passed away 22 Dec 05. He 
enlisted in Co K in 1937 and was honorably 
discharged in June 1940. He was attending college, 
then joined the U.S. Army landing in Normandy with 
the 290th Infantry. He reenlisted in 1948. Survived 
by daughter Lisa & 1 grandson. 
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Verdinal T. McKean .(WWII) Band, 29 Sep 10 
8 Donovan Oster (WWII) Co G, 12 Dec 10 
George Peek (WWII), Co ?, 2 Nov 10 
8 Vincent R. Powers (WWII) Band, 23Nov10 
James Reich (K) Co A, 16 Dec 10 
8 Wendelin Reiger (K) Svc Co, 18 Apr 10 
Joseph Rosatti (WWII) Reg't Hqs, 30 Jan 06 
John D. Scandling (K), 8Jan 82 
8 Karl von Halle (WWII) Co D, 23 Oct 10 
8 - 164 Association Member 
A - 164 other than 'WWII or K 
James E. Johnson, 90, died 
23 Aug 10. Joined Co C at Ft 
Ord, Calif, and was wounded 
on Guadalcanal 22 Nov 42. 
Preceded by his wife. Survived 
by son William, See his story in 
the Oct 09 News. 
James W. Johnson, 77, Pennsylvania , 
died 2 Dec 10. He entered the Army in 
Feb 1953 and served in the 164th Infantry 
Regiment. He was discharged Feb 1955, 
with a rank of Sergeant. Survived by wife 
Caroline; children Barry, Robin, & Dana; 7 
grandchildren and a great-grandson. 
Robert L. Kenna, 77, died 15 
Jun 87, in Grand Forks. He 
served in WWII with Co H. He 
worked for NoDak Rural Electric 
Co-operative after the war. Wife 
Evelyn preceded him; survivors 
(then) children Patrick, Roberta , 
Kathryn, & Margaret; 5 grandchildren. 
Col (ret) Jean B. LaMarre, 90, died 21 
Nov 10. From Grafton, he enlisted in Co C 
at 14 serving 6 years before the 1941 
callup, when ND Gov Moses recommend-
ed West Point. He served in Okinawa in 
1945, retired after 25 years. Survived by 
wife, Patricia; children Jeffrey, Richard , 
Madeleine, & Kathleen. Brothers Lt Col Wilbur 0. & 
Col Francis H. preceded him in 1953 &1983. 
Verdinal T. McKean, 85, Calif, died 29 Sep 10. He 
served as trombonist with the 164th & 294th band. 
Verd was fond of saying "the trombone saved my 
life." Preceded by wife Eloise Anne; survived by 
Verdinal C, Ronald, Janelle, Donna; 5 grandchildren. 
!\est in f}eace 
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Donavan Oster, 91 , died12 Dec 10. He 
was drafted Apr 41, served 164th with Co 
G. He was awarded the Bronze Star, 
discharged on 7 Jun 45. Preceded by 
wife of 49 years Joyce in 2005; survived 
by children Linda & Timothy; 3 grand- & 6 
great grandchildren. 
George Edwin Peek, 87, of Pulaski, Va. , passed 
away 2 Nov10. He was a paratrooper, a well as a 
heavy machine gunner in the 164th infantry in 
the Southern Philippines. He received a Bronze 
Star. Preceded by wife , Lula; children Patsy & 
Michael. Survived by grandson Jon; 12 siblings. 
Vincent R. Powers, 91 , passed 
away 23 Nov 10 in Montana. 
Interment at the ND Veterans 
Cemetery. His brother James 
is an Assoc. Member. 
Wendelin "Wendy" J. Reiger, 82, Devils 
Lake, ND, passed away 18 Apr 10. He 
was mobilized with Service Company 
1951-1952. He then worked at Camp 
Grafton for 36 years, retiring in 1988. 
Preceded by wife, Darlyne; survived by 
daughters Cheryl, Nancy, & Gayle; 9 
grand- and 10 great-grandchildren. 
James A. "Jim" Reich, 83, died 16 Dec 
10, at his home in Minn. He was a 
signalman on USS Henrico, Philippines, 
1945. He enlisted in Co A,1641h, in 1951 
and served with the 3rd Infantry Division in 
Korea; discharged in January 1954. Jim is 
survived by wife, Connie. 
Joseph L. "Buzz" Rosatti, 86, passed away in 
Fargo, 30 Jan 06. He was called up with Hqs 
Company and served in the S. Pacific. He was 
employed at the Cass County Courthouse until he 
retired. His wife, Bert, passed away in 1990. Survived 
by children John & Jane, & 3 grandchildren. 
Col John D. "Jack" Scandling, 3 Dec 25 
- 8 Jan 82. From New York, he graduated 
from West Point in 1950. He served as a 
platoon leader in the 45th Infantry Division 
in Korea. Upon his return to the US, he 
was assigned to the 164th Infantry at 
Camp Rucker. 
Karl von Halle passed away 23 
Oct 1 O as a result of myeloid 
leukemia. He served from 1943-
1946 in Bougainville, Leyte, 
Cebu, Mindanao, & Ne_gros. 
Survived by wife, Alice-Lorraine. 
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Associates, Friends, & Others 
Col (ret) George "Woody" Gagnon, 96, 
died 30Jan11. He was a former assistant to 
the ND Adjutant General and was also a 
former Associate member of the 164 
•'ll~- Association. 
Frank Buckles, 110, 28 Feb 2011. 
Last American WWI veteran. Joined 
at age 16 after lying about his age. 
Later worked for a pacific shipping 
line and was taken prisoner by the 
Japanese in 1941, released in 1945. 
WWII "Icons" Lost in 2010-2011 
Jack Lalanne, 96, 23 Jan 11, 
pneumonia. Physical Therapist, 
US Navy. At the young age of 
70, handcuffed & shackled, he 
towed 70 boats with 70 people 1 % 
miles off the coast of California. 
John Forsythe (John Freund), 92, 1 Apr 10. 
"Dynasty" "Charlie's Angels". Enlisted in 
Army Air Corps, eyesight prevented piloting. 
Appeared in Winged Victory. 
Kevin McCarthy 15Feb14-11Sep10. Army 
Air Corps during WWII & appeared in 
KC111a--....,a1 Winged Victory. B movie actor known for 
"Invasion of the Body Snatchers" 
Paul Picerni, 88, 12Jan11. "To Hell and 
Back", "The Untouchables". 8-24 
bombardier in China-Burma-India, 25 
Combat missions, Distinguished Flying 
Cross. 
Pernell Roberts (1928-2010) Adam 
Cartwright on Bonanza. Served 2 years in 
the Marine Corps. 
J.D. Salinger, 1Jan19-21Jan10. Author of 
"Catcher in the Rye". Assigned to the 
intelligence section of 12th Inf Reg't, 4th ID 
he waded ashore on Utah Beach on D-Day. 
Richard D. "Dick" Winters, 2 Jan 11. 
"Band of Brothers". Commander, Company 
E, 5061h Regiment. 101 st Airborne Division, 
D-Day. 
Miep Gies 15Feb09-11Jan10. One of 
Dutch citizens who hid Anne Frank & 
family from the Nazis during WWI I. She 
discovered and preserved Anne diary 
after the Franks were arrested. 
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''I FEAR WE HAVE 
AWAKENED A 
SLEEPING GIANT 
AND Fil.LED HIM 
WITH A TERRIBLE 
.RESOLVE'' 
Admiral Isoroku Yamamoto 
after Pearl Harbor 
(He was right!) 
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